RECORDS AND RESULTS OF SOUTH AFRICA AT THE MACCABI GAMES

1935 – 2nd MACCABIAH

1935 SOUTH AFRICAN TEAM

Head of Delegation: Norman Lourie
Manager: Ian Maltz
Press Representative: Sam Sack (Argus Group)

ATHLETICS:
A Hyman; Dr J Hurwitz; H Lotzof; M Smith; P Smith

BOXING:
I Duke; J Hahn; D Katzen; L Wolchuk

GYMNASTICS:
D Burgin

SWIMMING:
A Lisus

TENNIS:
Trainer: I Mereine - H Behrman; A Davidson; B Lurie

WRESTLING:
S Alberts; S Cohen; J Goldin; L Korsen; A Kroll

SA TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE 1935 MACCABIAH

The SA team of 19 won ten titles and finished seventh overall out of 26 countries, and was generally acclaimed as having stood out above the others.

ATHLETICS:
100m flat: 1st M Smith (11.20); 3rd H Lotzof
100m hurdles: 1st P Smith (17.00)
400m: 3rd A Hyman
5000m: 1st Dr J Hurwitz (16:09.8)
10 000m: 1st Dr J Hurwitz (33:01)
4 x 110m relay: 1st South Africa (Open and Maccabi)

BOXING:
Flyweight: 1st D Katzen (Open and Maccabi)

TENNIS (Men):
1st South Africa

WRESTLING (Catch-as-Catch-Can):
Lightweight: 1st L Korsen
Middleweight: 1st J Goldin

WRESTLING (Freestyle):
Welterweight: 2nd S Cohen

1950 – 3rd MACCABIAH

WW2 resulted in a lapse of 15 years before the Maccabiah were held again in 1950 in the new State of Israel.
1950 SOUTH AFRICAN TEAM

Manager: Ian Maltz
Assistant Manager: Abe Hyman
Press Representatives: Arthur Goldman (Argus Group); Michael Levenstein (SA Jewish Times); Monty Mann (Zionist Record); Mischa Gelberg (Official Photographer)

ATHLETICS:
Ms E Friedman (E Prov); D Levinsohn (S Tvl); M Marcus (S Tvl); M Rubinowitz (S Tvl); D Sandler (S Tvl); S Sandler (S Tvl) (Capt); M Spilkin (W Prov)

BOXING:
Trainer: L Wolchuk - L Friedman (S Tvl); L Hetz (S Tvl); D Horwitz (S Tvl)

FENCING:
E Daniels (S Tvl)

SOCCER:
Manager: L Matus - J Abrahams; (S Tvl); M Adler (S Tvl); S Albert (S Tvl); S Bloom (S Tvl); M Jacobson (S Tvl); E Kassell (S Tvl); H Klener (S Tvl); B Lipschitz (S Tvl); M Maskin (W Prov); H Miller (E Tvl) (Capt); L Miller (W Prov); P Schultz (S Tvl) (Vice-Captain); N Slot (S Tvl); P Snoyman (S Tvl); S Tucker (E Tvl)

SWIMMING:
Manager: H Getz (W Prov) - D Cohen (Tvl); S Yach (W Prov)

TABLE TENNIS:
J Katzeff (N Tvl)

TELEPHONE:
Manager: N Levy - N Katzen (S Tvl); A Ravinsky (S Tvl); M Schneider (S Tvl); A Segal (S Tvl)

WATER POLO:
P Bunton (Tvl); D Cohen (Tvl); P Davies (Tvl); G Goddard (Tvl) (Capt); S Pillmer (Tvl); M Rosenberg (Tvl); L Spier (W Prov); C Segell (Tvl); S Yach (W Prov)

WEIGHTLIFTING:
I Bloomberg (Natal); M Roup (E Prov); L Trope (S Tvl)

WRESTLING:
L Baise (S Tvl); J Gordon (S Tvl); N Kanichowsky (S Tvl); M Ordman (S Tvl); I Scheiner (W Prov)

SA TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE 1950 MACCABIAH

The South African team performed with distinction and finished 3rd overall.

ATHLETICS:
Men:
Men’s 100m: 2nd D Sandler (10.7)
Men’s 200m: 1st D Sandler (22.2)
Men’s 400m: 1st S Sandler (50.7)
Men’s 800m: 1st S Sandler (1:58.2)
Men’s 1500m: 1st D Levinsohn (4:16.8)
Men’s 5000m: 1st M Rubinowitz (16:02.8)
Men’s 10 000m: 1st M Rubinowitz (34:03.6)
Men’s 100m Hurdles: 1st M Spilkin (15.5)
Men’s 200m Hurdles: 2nd M Spilkin (26.4)
Men’s Long Jump: 3rd M Spilkin (6.41m)
Men’s Hop, Step and Jump: 1st M Spilkin (13.34m)
Men’s Discus: 2nd M Marcus (36.23m)
Men’s Javelin: 3rd M Marcus (40.27m)
Men’s Shot: 2nd M Marcus (13.37m)
Women’s 60m: 1st E Friedman (8.2)
Women’s 100m: 2nd E Friedman (12.8)

BOXING:
Flyweight: 2nd L Friedman
Middleweight: 1st L Hetz

SOCRER:
Played 4; Won 2; Lost 1; Drew 1

SWIMMING:
Men’s 100m Freestyle: 1st S Yach (1:04.4)
Men’s 400m Freestyle: 3rd S Yach (5:15.9)
Men’s 1500m Freestyle: 3rd S Yach (19:58.2)
Men’s 200m Breaststroke: 2nd D Cohen (2:59.2)

TENNIS:
Men’s Singles: 1st A Ravinsky; 2nd N Katzen; 3rd M Schneider
Men’s Doubles: 1st Segal/Ravinsky; 3rd Katzen/Schneider

WATER POLO:
1st: South Africa

WEIGHTLIFTING:
Featherweight: M Roup (1st)
Light Heavyweight: I Bloomberg (1st)
Heavyweight: L Trope (1st)

WRESTLING (Freestyle):
Flyweight: 1st L Baise
Lightweight: 1st I Schener
Welterweight: 2nd N Kanichowsky
Light Heavyweight: 2nd M Ordman

1953 – 4th MACCABIAH

1953 SOUTH AFRICAN TEAM

Head of Delegation: Ian Maltz (S Tvl)
Manager: P Herbstetein (W Prov)
Assistant Manager: M Myers (S Tvl)
Manager Gymnasium Section: J Gordon (S Tvl)
Press Representatives: HM Blumberg (Argus Group); Philip Gillon (Israel) (Zionist Record)

ATHLETICS:
Ms R Abel (W Prov); K Cohen (S Tvl); J Fisher (S Tvl); N Lubie (N Tvl); M Rubinowitz (S Tvl); D Sandler (S Tvl)

BOWLS:
A Blumberg (S Tvl); I Buirski (W Prov); P Danilowitz (W Tvl); M Gell (Border); J Harris (S Tvl); A Krawitz (S Tvl); J Rosenberg (OFS); A Treisman (S Tvl)

BOXING:
L Friedman (S Tvl); L Hetz (S Tvl); M Zimmerman (S Tvl)

FENCING:
E Daniels (S Tvl)

SOCRER:
Manager: L Matus (S Tvl) - J Abrahams (S Tvl); S Albert (S Tvl); D Beagle (Natal); H Berelowitz (E Prov); S Bergman (E Tvl); S Bloom (S Tvl); S Levine (E Tvl); H Linde (Rhod); M Marcus (W Prov); J Mendel (W Prov); H Miller (E Tvl) (Capt); L Miller (W Prov); P Schultz (S Tvl); S Tucker (E Tvl)

SWIMMING:
Manager: H Getz (W Prov); Official: M Hack (S Tvl) - M Bonin (S Tvl); Ms P Bren (S Tvl)

TENNIS:
N Katzen (S Tvl); S Levy (S Tvl); D Penn (S Tvl); A Port (S Tvl)

WATER POLO:
Manager: H Getz (W Prov); Official: M Hack (S Tvl) - M Bonin (S Tvl); M S P Bren (S Tvl); A Kaplan (S Tvl); A Katz (S Tvl); M Rosenberg (S Tvl); M Salamon (W Prov); L Selmon (W Prov); H Shapiro (S Tvl); S Yach (W Prov)

WEIGHTLIFTING:
S Miltz (N Tvl); M Roup (E Prov); B Sinclair (Natal); H Tager (S Tvl); L Trope (S Tvl)

WRESTLING:
L Baise (OFS); N Kenny (S Tvl); H Lutz (S Tvl); M Ordman (S Tvl); I Scheiner (W Prov)

SA TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE 1953 MACCABIAH

ATHLETICS:
Men’s 100m: 1st D Sandler (10.9)
Men’s 200m: 1st D Sandler (22.4)
Men’s 800m: 3rd K Cohen (2:02.0)
Men’s 5000m: 1st M Rubinowitz (15:46.4)
Men’s 10 000m: 1st M Rubinowitz (33:10.6)
Men’s 110m Hurdles: 3rd NF Lubie (15.0)
Men’s 200m Hurdles: 3rd NF Lubie (26.2)
Men’s High Jump: 3rd J Fisher (1.79m)
Women’s 100m: 2nd R Abel (12.0)
Women’s 200m: 2nd R Abel (27.3)

BOWLS:
2nd: South Africa

BOXING:
Bantamweight: 1st L Friedman
Light Welterweight: 3rd S Miltz
Welterweight: 1st M Zimmerman
Light Middleweight: 1st L Hetz

SOCCER:
1st Round: SA vs USA 3-2
2nd Round: Israel vs SA 4-0; SA vs France 6-2; SA vs Great Britain 2-1
Winners: Israel

SWIMMING:
Men’s 100m Freestyle: 2nd M Bonin (61.0)
Men’s 400m Freestyle: 1st M Bonin (4:50.8)
Men’s 1500m Freestyle: 1st M Bonin (19:54.8)
Men’s 100m Backstroke: 3rd M Bonin (1:14.2)
Men’s 4 x 200m Relay: 2nd South Africa (9:26.7)

TENNIS:
Men’s Singles: 2nd S Levy
Men’s Doubles: 2nd Levy/Katzen

WATER POLO:
Winner: South Africa
WEIGHTLIFTING:
Bantamweight: 3rd L Friedman
Featherweight: 1st M Roup
Middleweight: 2nd B Sinclair

WRESTLING (Freestyle):
Flyweight: 1st L Baise
Middleweight: 3rd N Kenny
Light Heavyweight: 1st M Ordman

1957 – 5th MACCABIAH

1957 SOUTH AFRICAN TEAM

Manager: L Zinn
Administration Manager: BL Kellen
Assistant Manager (Sport): J Gallool
Press Representatives: Abigail Feldberg (SA Jewish Times); Arthur Goldman (SA Morning Newspaper Group); John Hildyard (Argus Group)
Official team photographer: E Daniels

ATHLETICS:
Manager: D Sandler - R Abel; A Bloom; H Bromberg; G Friedman; W Perkes; G Traub; R Youngworth

BOWLS:
Manager: A Treisman
Men: P Abro; HH Bernstein; H Catzel; P Danilowitz; JE Harris; D Hurwitz; K Rosendorff
Women: H Broido; S Dyne; E Jaffe; L Green; L Pollen; R Rosendorff; V Friede

CRICKET:
“Festival” Cricket team:
Manager/player D Bolel - L Blieden; M Charnas; H Hirschowitz; CJ Kaplan (Capt); C Kasmai; G Kramer; B Rom; M Sandberg; H Seiligson; A Smidt

CYCLING:
B Cohen

SHOOTING:
E Crasnow; LA Levin; A Schiff

SWIMMING:
Manager: M Hack
Men: C Benjamin; D Cohen; L Diamond; KK Fialkov
Women: R Becker; S Levy; H Saltman

TABLE TENNIS:
Manager: L Gecelter - Ms S Altshuler; Ms E Bass; P Morgan; M Rabinowitz; M Shotland

TENNIS:
Manager: L Gecelter - Ms M Cimring; Ms A Freeman; M Gerson; W Jacobson; JC Mayers; A Port; A Segal; S Shore

WATER POLO:
Dr C Aaron; B Fialkov; B Glaun; A Kaplan; A Katz; D Port; L Nahon; J Reuben; M Salomon

WEIGHTLIFTING:
Manager: S Alufovitz - R Falcke; J Kahn; B Sinclair

WRESTLING:
Manager: S Alufovitz - N Kenny; H Lutz; M Modlin; M Ordman; I Scheiner; R Smeyatsky; N Wittles
SA TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE 1957 MACCABIAH

ATHLETICS:
Men’s 100m: 1st H Bromberg (10.4)
Men’s 200m: 1st H Bromberg (21.5)
Men’s 800m: 1st G Traub (1:53.8)
Men’s 1500m: 1st G Traub (4:00.5)
Men’s 4 x 400m Relay: 2nd South Africa (3:23.3)
Women’s 100m: 3rd R Abel (12.3)
Women’s 200m: 2nd R Abel (25.8)

BOWLS:
Men’s Singles: 1st P Danilowitz
Men’s Pairs: 1st PH Abro; J Harris
Men’s Rinks: 1st H Bernstein; H Catzel; D Hurwitz; K Rosendorff
Women’s Singles: 2nd R Rosendroff
Women’s Pairs: 3rd SH Dyne; E Jaffe
Women’s Rinks: 2nd H Broido; V Friede; L Green; L Pollen;

SHOOTING:
Pistol Team - English Match: 2nd A Schiff; 3rd E Crasnow
Small Bore 50m - English Match: 1st South Africa
Small Bore 5m - 3 positions: 2nd South Africa

SWIMMING:
2nd overall: South Africa
Men’s 100m Freestyle: 2nd A Kaplan (1:01.1)
Men’s 1500m Freestyle: 2nd K Failkov (21:01.7)
Men’s 100m Backstroke: 3rd C Benjamin (1:14.1)
Men’s 200m Breaststroke: 3rd L Diamond (2:56.0)
Men’s 4 x 100m Medley: 1st South Africa (4:44.2)
Men’s 4 x 200m Relay: 1st South Africa (9:39.6)
Women’s 100m Freestyle: 1st H Saltman (1:10.7)
Women’s 400m Freestyle: 1st H Saltman (5:37.5)
Women’s 200m Breaststroke: 1st R Becker (3:07.7)
Women’s 100m Butterfly: 3rd S Levy (3:09.7)
Women’s 200m Breaststroke: 3rd S Levy 1:22.5 min
Women’s 4 x 100m Freestyle: 3rd South Africa (5:56.0)
Women’s 4 x 100m Medley: 3rd South Africa (6:05.4)

TABLE TENNIS:
Women’s Singles: 2nd E Bass; 3rd S Altshuler
Women’s Doubles: 2nd A Altshuler/E Bass
Women’s Team Event: 1st

TENNIS:
Men’s Singles: 1st A Segal; 2nd J Mayers
Men’s Doubles: 1st Segal/Mayers; 2nd Port/Jacobson
Women’s Singles: 2nd A Freeman
Mixed Doubles: 1st Cimring/Port; 2nd Freeman/Segal

WATER POLO:
Winner: South Africa

WEIGHTLIFTING:
Light Heavyweight: 1st B Sinclair
Middle Heavyweight: 1st J Kahn

WRESTLING (Freestyle):
Flyweight: 3rd M Modlin
Bantamweight: 3rd N Wittels
 Featherweight: 1st H Lutz

1961 – 6th MACCABIAH

1961 SOUTH AFRICAN TEAM

Head of Delegation: Alf Blumberg (S Tvl)
General Manager: Willie Trump (N Tvl)
Assistant Manager (Sport): Herby Nathan (S Tvl)
Assistant Manager (Administration): Jack Lazarow (Natal)
Chaperone: Mrs Ray Saltman (W Prov)
Press Officer: Arthur Goldman (S Tvl)
Photographer: Ray Gerszt (S Tvl)
Delegate to Maccabi World Union Congress: Barney Kellen (S Tvl)
Referees (Soccer): Solly Abkin; Abe Levin

ATHLETICS:
Manager: D Sandler (S Tvl) - F Janks (S Tvl); C Levinsohn (W Prov); Ms L Lotzof (OFS); A Sher (S Tvl); N Soll (S Tvl); F Solomon (S Tvl); H Solomon (S Tvl)

BOWLS:
Manager: K Rosendorff (OFS)
Men: A Goldin (S Tvl); S Goldsmith (S Tvl); J Joffe (S Tvl); L Kessel (S Tvl); D Lewis (Border); J Press (W Prov); M Waisbrod (E Tvl)
Women: J Armist (Border); M Blackstone (S Tvl); J Halperin (S Tvl); B Jacobs (N Tvl); P Louis (S Tvl); E Segal (N Tvl); M Stoloff (E Tvl)

GYMNASTICS:
Ms E Fisher (S Tvl)

JUDO:
Goodwill Tour to Games: M Davidow (Capt); L Joseph; S Margolis; M Taitz

SOCCER:
Manager: M Sandberg (S Tvl) - M Abromowitz (S Tvl); A Alperstein (W Prov); D Beagle (S Tvl); C Bootcov (S Tvl); H Chimes (S Tvl); D Gamsy (Natal); D Goldman (S Tvl); A Gordon (S Tvl); L Hacker (S Tvl); M Karp (N Tvl); A Koplow (S Tvl); G Levy (S Tvl); W Lustig (E Tvl); H Smith (N Tvl); M Wolpert (E Tvl); H Zeidel (W Prov)

SHOOTING:
Ms S Barkman (S Tvl); H Schiff (W Prov)

SWIMMING:
Manager: C Marais (N Cape) - M Feldberg (S Tvl); Ms M Kowarsky (S Tvl); B Kramer (E Tvl); Ms B Liepner (Natal); Ms H Saltman (W Prov); Ms C Traub (E Tvl); Ms M Waynik (W Prov)

TABLE TENNIS:
Manager: G Gecelter (S Tvl) - Ms E Chiat (W Prov); R Eilim (S Tvl); Ms L Levine (W Prov); P Morgan (W Prov); D Ticktin (W Prov)

TENNIS:
Manager: L Gecelter (S Tvl) - I Froman (S Tvl); Ms M Gerson (S Tvl); J Mayers (S Tvl); A Port (S Tvl); Ms R Wolpert (S Tvl)

WATER POLO:
Manager: C Marais (N Cape) - A Brown (W Prov); K Fialkow (W Prov); B Fialkov (W Prov); H Karp (N Tvl); H Lipschitz (W Prov); S Lipschitz (S Tvl); D Port (Natal); R Schwartz (S Tvl); C Traub (W Prov)
WEIGHTLIFTING:
T Kaplan (W Prov); M Jackson (E Prov)

WRESTLING:
Manager: J Gordon (S Tvl) - K Gordon (S Tvl); P Gavronsky (S Tvl); J Milner (S Tvl); M Modlin (W Prov);
A Montlake (W Prov)

SA TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE 1961 MACCABIAH

ATHLETICS:
Women’s 100m: 2nd Ms L Lotzof
Women’s 200m: 3rd Ms L Lotzof

BOWLS:
Men’s Pairs: 3rd L Kessel; J Joffe
Men’s Rinks: 3rd A Goldin; S Goldsmith; J Press; M Waisbrod
Women’s Singles: 2nd J Armist
Women’s Pairs: 1st P Louis; E Segal
Women’s Rinks: 2nd M Blackstone; J Halperin; B Jacobs; M Stoloff

GYMNASTICS (Women):
Parallel Bars: 1st E Fisher
Beam: 1st E Fisher
Vaulting: 1st E Fisher
Free-standing exercises: 3rd E Fisher

SHOOTING (Women):
Prone - Event 3 Positional: 2nd S Barkman

SOCCER:
3rd: South Africa

SWIMMING:
Men’s 400m Freestyle: 3rd G Saltman (4:49.5)
Men’s 1500m Freestyle: 3rd G Saltman (19:35.6)
Men’s 4 x 200m Freestyle: 3rd South Africa (G Saltman; M Feldberg; B Kramer; H Lipschitz) (9:25.6)
Women’s 200m Breaststroke: 2nd M Kowarsky (3:25.9)
Women’s 4 x 100m Freestyle: 2nd South Africa (M Waynick; C Traub; H Saltman; B Liepner) (4:57.8)
Women’s 4 x 100m Medley: 2nd South Africa (H Saltman; M Waynick; M Kowarsky; B Liepner)
(5:31.7)

TABLE TENNIS:
Women’s Team: 3rd - E Chiat; L Levine

TENNIS:
Men’s Doubles: 2nd R Mandelstam/J Mayers; 3rd A Port/I Froman
Men’s Team Event: 1st South Africa
Women’s Singles: 2nd M Gerson
Women’s Doubles: 1st M Gerson/R Wolpert
Mixed Doubles: 1st R Mandelstam/M Gerson; 2nd A Port/R Wolpert

WATER POLO:
1st South Africa (fourth successive Maccabiah)

WEIGHTLIFTING:
Light Heavyweight: 2nd T Kaplan
Bantamweight: 2nd M Jackson

WRESTLING:
Freestyle:
Flyweight: 1st M Modlinne
Bantamweight: 1st A Montlake
Lightweight: 2nd P Gavronsky
Middleweight: 3rd K Gordon
Greco-Roman:
Flyweight: 1st M Modlinne
Bantamweight: 1st A Montlake

1965 – 7th MACCABIAH

1965 SOUTH AFRICAN TEAM

General Manager: Jack Galloon (W Prov)
Assistant Manager (Administration): Morris Schaffer (Natal)
Assistant Manager (Sports): Maurice Sandberg (S Tvl)
Chaperone: Fanny Hersch (S Tvl)
Referee (Soccer): Gerry Ostrofsky

ATHLETICS:
Manager: L Abrams (S Tvl) - Ms L Lotzof (S Tvl); N Soll (S Tvl); S Wald (S Tvl); R Youngworth (S Tvl)

BOWLS:
Manager: A Pollen (N Cape)
Men’s Singles: A Gampel (S Tvl)
Men’s Pairs: H Lazarus (E Prov), M Lever (E Tvl)
Men’s Rink: T Rubenstein (S Tvl) (Capt) Skip; C Jankelson (Border) Third; B Benjamin (Natal) Second;
M Jaffe (N Tvl) Lead
Women’s Singles: R Lissack (S Tvl)
Women’s Pairs: I Gottschalk (W Prov); M Jankelowitz (W Tvl)
Women’s Rink: F Davis-Marks (S Tvl) Skip; N Fox (S Tvl) Third; L Levitas (E Tvl) Second; B Rummel (E Prov) Lead

GOLF:
Manager: JG Leftin (S Tvl)
Men: R Berkowitz (Natal); E Cohen (S Tvl); RD Kaplan (S Tvl); R Moss (S Tvl); L Phillips (S Tvl);
S Schewitz (N Tvl)
Women: Z Goldberg (Natal); F Josselsohn (S Tvl)

JUDO:
C Dannin (S Tvl); M Davidow (S Tvl); M Grunau (W Prov); M Taitz (S Tvl)

SHOOTING:
Small bore: LA Levin (E Tvl); A Schiff (W Prov); HL Stonefield (Jnr) (E Tvl)
Pistol: J Taitz (W Tvl)

SWIMMING:
Manager: M Marcus (S Tvl) - C Brauer (W Prov); Ms M Fluxman (S Tvl); Ms B Gelb (S Tvl); R Glatt (S Tvl); Ms R Harber (S Tvl); B Hotz (S Tvl); Ms B Kark (S Tvl); Ms L Muller (S Tvl)
DIVERS:
N Duveen (Natal), T Duveen (Natal)

TABLE TENNIS:
Manager: S Chait (W Prov)
Men: R Ellim (S Tvl); I Kanfer (E Tvl); D Ticktin (W Prov)
Women: F Ginsberg (S Tvl); L Levine (W Prov)

TENNIS:
Manager: A Goldman (S Tvl)
Men: B Anstey (W Prov); S Gordon (S Tvl); J Saul (Natal); A Wolpert (S Tvl)
Women: E Emanuel (S Tvl); R Wolpert (S Tvl)

WATER POLO:
Manager: A Katz (S Tvl) - J Buntman (S Tvl); K Fialkov (W Prov); T Jones (W Prov); J Linde (W Prov); L Nahon (S Tvl) (Cpt); D Sabor (E Prov); J Sacks (S Tvl); G Saltman (W Prov)

WEIGHTLIFTING:
Manager: T Levin (E Tvl) - T Kaplan (W Prov)

WRESTLING:
Manager: T Levin (E Tvl) - P Gavronsky (S Tvl); K Gordon (S Tvl); M Ordman (S Tvl); M Schub (S Tvl); L Stein (S Tvl)

SA TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE 1965 MACCABIAH

ATHLETICS:
Women’s 100m: 1st L Lotzof
Women’s 200m: 1st L Lotzof
Women’s 400m: 1st L Lotzof

Lorraine Lotzof was awarded the Trophy for Outstanding Athlete across all sports at the 1965 Games.

BOWLS:
Men’s Singles: 1st A Gampel
Men’s Pairs: 1st H Lazarus; M Lever
Men’s Rinks: 1st B Benjamin; M Jaffe; C Jankelson; T Rubenstein
Women’s Singles: 1st R Lissack
Women’s Pairs: 1st I Gottschalk; M Jankelowitz
Women’s Rinks: 2nd F Davis-Marks; N Fox; L Levitas; B Rummel

GOLF:
Men’s Team Event: 1st
Men’s Individual: 2nd S Schewitz
Women’s Team Event: 2nd
Women’s Individual: 1st F Josselson

SWIMMING:
Men’s 200m Breaststroke: 3rd B Hotz
Women’s 200m Breaststroke: 3rd R Harber
Women’s 4 x 100m Freestyle Relay: 2nd M Fluxman; B Gelg; B Kark; L Muller
Women’s 4 x 100m Medley Relay: 2nd M Fluxman; R Harber; B Kark; L Muller

TABLE TENNIS:
Men’s Doubles: 2nd D Ticktin/N Schnlachet (Sweden)
Men’s Team Event: 2nd R Eilim; I Kanfer; D Ticktin
Women’s Doubles: 3rd F Ginsberg/L Levine
Women’s Team Event: 3rd F Ginsberg; L Levine
Mixed Doubles: 3rd D Ticktin/L Levine

TENNIS:
Men’s Singles: 3rd T Wolpert
Men’s Doubles: 3rd T Wolpert/J Saul
Women’s Singles: 2nd E Emanuel
Women’s Doubles: 1st E Emanuel/R Wolpert
Mixed Doubles: 2nd E Emanuel/J Saul; 3rd B Anstey/L Behrman (Aus)

WATER POLO:
3rd: South Africa

WEIGHTLIFTING:
Middleweight: 3rd T Kaplan
WRESTLING (Freestyle):
Light Heavyweight: 1st M Ordman
Welterweight: 1st K Gordon
Lightweight: 2nd P Gavronslyk
Bantamweight: 2nd L Stein
Greco-Roman Light Heavyweight: 2nd M Ordman

1969 – 8th MACCABIAH

1969 SOUTH AFRICAN TEAM

General Manager: L Gecelter (S Tvl)
Assistant Manager (Administration): E Rubenstein (S Tvl)
Assistant Manager (Sport): J Goldberg (E Prov)
Chaperone: Mrs S Schlosberg (E Tvl)
Referee (Soccer): Gerry Ostrofsky
Press Representative: Michael Shafto (Argus Group)

ATHLETICS:
L Hacker (S Tvl); F Jankes (S Tvl); S Perkin (W Prov); S Wald (S Tvl)

BOWLS:
Manager: WS Lissack (S Tvl)
Men: M Cane (S Tvl); O Geffin (S Tvl); H Herson (N Tvl); J Levy (B); T Miller (S Tvl); B Rothbart (Border); H Todes (N Tvl)
Women: L Alexander (Border); A Barber (S Tvl); Y Emanuel (S Tvl); D Ezra (S Tvl); L Kano (S Tvl); B Spilkin (E Prov); S Sundelowitz (S Tvl)

CYCLING:
Manager: M Frank (B) - S Lipa (S Tvl)

GOLF:
Manager: S Miller (S Tvl)
Men: A Hoffman (S Tvl); L Phillips (S Tvl); S Schewitz (N Tvl); A Shapiro (S Tvl); S Spilkin (E Prov); N Sundelson (E Tvl)
Women: J Angel (Natal); J Jacobs (N Tvl); F Josselson (S Tvl)

SHOOTING:
Rifle: Ms S Barkman (S Tvl); LA Levin (E Tvl); H Schiff (W Prov)
Pistol: J Taitz (Natal)

SWIMMING:
Manager: S Sable (S Tvl)
Men: R Abromowitz (S Tvl); T Duveen (N Tvl); A Feldt (Border); R Moss (S Tvl); L Reznek (Natal); P Sacks (Natal)
Women: B Berk (W Prov); M Caplan (S Tvl); S Jaffe (S Tvl); S Lipschitz (S Tvl); D Sichel (Natal)
SPECIAL INVITEE: K Muir (Swimming invitation events)

TABLE TENNIS:
Manager: F Brickman (S Tvl)
Men: J Dorfan (W Prov); G Pokroy (S Tvl); D Ticktin (W Prov)
Women: F Ginsberg (S Tvl); L Levine (W Prov)

TENNIS:
Manager: A Kaplan (E Prov)
Men: S Gordon (S Tvl), J Krinsky (S Tvl); J Sacks (S Tvl), J Saul (Natal); A Schwartz (S Tvl)
Women: E Emanuel (S Tvl); P Kriger (W Prov)
WATER POLO:
Manager: A Katz (S Tvl) - J Buntman (S Tvl); L Herbert (S Tvl); T Jones (W Prov); I Linde (W Prov);
S Lipschitz (S Tvl); L Nahon (S Tvl); D Port (Natal); D Sacks (S Tvl); J Sacks (S Tvl)

WRESTLING:
P Gavronsky (S Tvl); K Gordon (S Tvl); M Modlin (W Prov); G Winkler (W Prov)

WEIGHTLIFTING:
T Kaplan (W Prov)

SA TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE 1969 MACCABIAH

TOTAL MEDALS: 51; GOLD: 9; SILVER: 18; BRONZE: 24

ATHLETICS:
100m: Gold - S Wald (10.5)
200m: Silver - S Wald (21.7)
400m: Gold - F Jankes (47.9)
800m: Gold - F Jankes (1:50.9, new Maccabi record)
110m hurdles: Bronze - L Hacker
400m hurdles: Silver - L Hacker (54.2)
Men’s 4 x 100m Relay: Bronze - South Africa

BOWLS:
Men’s Singles: Gold - T Miller
Men’s Rinks: Gold
Women’s Singles: Silver - B Spilkin
Women’s Pairs: Gold
Women’s Fours: Silver

CYCLING:
500m sprint: Silver - S Lipa

GOLF:
Men’s Individual: Silver - A Shapiro; Bronze - N Sundelson
Men’s Team Event: Silver
Women’s Individual: Gold - J Angel; Silver - J Jacobs; Bronze - F Josselson

SHOOTING:
3 position Rifle Team Event: Gold
60m prone Individual: Silver - H Schiff; Bronze - H Stonefield
60m prone Team Event: Bronze

SWIMMING:
Men’s 200m Backstroke: Silver - P Sacks
Men’s 4 x 100m Freestyle Relay: Bronze
Men’s 4 x 200m Freestyle Relay: Bronze
Men’s 4 x 100m Individual Medley: Bronze - R Abromowitz
Men’s 4 x 100m Medley: Bronze
Women’s 100m Breaststroke: Bronze - B Berk
Women’s 100m Freestyle: Gold - M Caplan
Women’s 100m Backstroke: Bronze - S Jaffe
Women’s 200m Backstroke: Silver - S Jaffe
Women’s 200m Butterfly: Bronze - S Lipschitz
Women’s 4 x 100m Freestyle Relay: Bronze
Women’s 4 x 100m Medley: Bronze

DIVING:
3m Event: Bronze - T Duveen
TABLE TENNIS (Women):
Singles: Bronze - L Levine
Doubles: Bronze - L Levine; F Ginsberg
Team Event: Silver

TENNIS:
Men’s Singles: Silver - J Saul; Bronze - J Krinsky
Men’s Doubles: Bronze - J Krinsky/J Sacks
Women’s Singles: Bronze - E Emanuel
Women’s Doubles: Silver - E Emanuel/P Kriger
Mixed Doubles: Silver - E Emanuel/J Saul

WATER POLO:
Bronze: South Africa

WEIGHTLIFTING:
Middleweight: Bronze - T Kaplan

WRESTLING:
Bantamweight: Bronze - G Wrinkler
Lightweight: Bronze - M Modlin
Welterweight: Silver - P Gavroney
Middleweight: Silver - K Gordon
Greco Roman: Silver - K Gordon

1973 – 9th MACCABIAH

1973 SOUTH AFRICAN TEAM

General Manager: SD Miller (S Tvl)
Administration Manager: WS Lissack (S Tvl)
Manager (Sport): M Manoim (S Tvl)
Doctor: Dr B Krasner (S Tvl)
Chaperone: Mrs E Green (S Tvl)
Masseur: Mr S Sklar (W Prov)
Press Representatives: T Bisseker (Rand Daily Mail); M Dorfman (Jewish Herald); S Lerman (Star & Argus Group); G Scott (SAPA)

BOWLS:
Manager: SC Ostrof
Men: C Bransky (S Tvl); R Furman (N Tvl); J Herschowitz (E Tvl); G Roberts (E Prov); L Solomon (S Tvl);
N Stein (W Prov); P Stein (W Prov)
Women: M Hirschowitz (S Tvl); T Kirstein (S Tvl); M Klein (S Tvl); E Lifschitz (S Tvl); M Marks (S Tvl);
F Suskin (S Tvl); F Turtledove (W Prov)

CRICKET:
Manager: A Katz (E Prov) - R Armist (Border); J Closenberg (W Prov); M Durbach (N Tvl); R Falkson
(N Tvl); R Fine (S Tvl); D Gamsy (Natal); M Goldsmith (S Tvl); H Kolnick (E Prov); B Levenstein (S Tvl);
A Sher (S Tvl); A Simon (S Tvl); G Sklarchick (S Tvl); A Vidergauz (W Tvl)

FENCING:
Manager: E Daniels (S Tvl) - J Beckerman (S Tvl); Y Chelouche (S Tvl); H Diskin (S Tvl); Dr M Sherman
(S Tvl); Ms M Wirsam (S Tvl)

GOLF:
Manager: CN Zarts (E Prov) - S Herson (S Tvl); A Hoffman (S Tvl); R Moss (S Tvl); W Myers
(S Tvl); A Shapiro (S Tvl); G Smith (Natal)
GYMNASTICS:
Manager: J Stutzen (Tvl); Coach: N Greha (Tvl) - Ms C Belfort (Natal); L Fluxman (Tvl); G Klass (Tvl); M Levin (Tvl); Ms D Narunsky (Tvl)

JUDO:
Manager: B Levin (Tvl) - J Donde (Tvl); W Jankelow (Tvl); S Schub (Tvl); Martin Taitz (Tvl); Mike Taitz (Tvl)

KARATE:
(Goodwill Tour to the Games): S Cohen; M Grunau; R Spredbury; T Tockar

SHOOTING:
Manager/Coach: G Mendelsohn - G Aronstam (W Prov); E Burg (Tvl); D Bieber (Tvl); L Carrol (Tvl); S Dogon (Tvl); L Dreyer (E Tvl); J Fainstein (W Prov); R Fendel (W Prov); L Green (W Prov); A Hurwitz (Tvl); A Kopelowitz (N Tvl); M Novick (Tvl); L Proos (Tvl); M Rosenbush (Tvl); B Sacks (Tvl); R Shewitz (Tvl)

SOCCER:
Manager/Coach: G Mendelsohn - G Aronstam (W Prov); E Burg (Tvl); D Bieber (Tvl); L Carrol (Tvl); S Dogon (Tvl); N Duveen (Diving) (W Prov); I Gordon (S Tvl); G Jacobson (S Tvl); J Park (S Tvl); E Rosenberg (OFS); D Rudnick (S Tvl)

SWIMMING:
Manager: B Gavin (S Tvl)
Men: S Amoils (Tvl); B Davies (S Tvl); N Duveen (Diving) (W Prov); C Garrun (S Tvl); I Gordon (S Tvl); G Jacobson (S Tvl); J Park (S Tvl); E Rosenberg (OFS); D Rudnick (S Tvl)
Women: C Goodman (S Tvl); S Jaffe (S Tvl)

TABLE TENNIS:
Manager: Mrs. M Gordon (S Tvl)
Men: K Behrman (S Tvl); A Ginsberg (S Tvl); I Kanfer (E Prov)
Women: F Ginsberg (S Tvl); D Silverman (W Prov)

CRICKET:
Gold: South Africa

FENCING:
Bronze: Men’s Foil Team

GOLF:
Individual: Bronze - R Moss

SA TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE 1973 MACCABIAH

TOTAL MEDALS: 42; GOLD: 16; SILVER: 9; BRONZE: 17

BOWLS:
Men’s Singles: Gold - C Bransky
Men’s Pairs: Bronze - G Roberts; L Solomon
Men’s Triples: Gold - J Herschowitz; N Stein; P Stein
Men’s Fours: Silver - R Furman; J Herschowitz; N Stein; P Stein
Women’s Singles: Gold - M Hirschowitz
Women’s Pairs: Gold - T Kirsstein; F Suskin
Women’s Triples: Gold - M Klein; E Lifschitz; F Turtlesove
Women’s Fours: Gold - M Klein; E Lifschitz; M Marks; F Turtlesove

CRICKET:
Gold: South Africa

FENCING:
Bronze: Men’s Foil Team

GOLF:
Individual: Bronze - R Moss
Team: Silver

**GYMNASTICS:**

**Men:**
Floor Exercise: Bronze - G Klass

**Women:**
Floor Exercise: Gold - C Belfort
Overall: Silver - C Belfort
Balance Beam: Silver - C Belfort
Parallel Bars: Bronze - C Belfort
Vaulting: Bronze - C Belfort
Floor Exercise: Bronze - D Narunsky

**JUDO:**
Heavyweight: Bronze - M Taitz

**SOCCER:**
Bronze Medal Play-Off: Brazil 1 vs SA 0

**SWIMMING:**
Men’s 100m Breaststroke: Silver - I Gordon
Men’s 200m Breaststroke: Gold - I Gordon
Men’s 1500m Freestyle: Bronze - S Amoils
Men’s 200m Backstroke: Bronze - B Davies
Men’s 200m Butterfly: Bronze - G Jacobson
Men’s 4 x 100m Relay: Silver
Men’s 4 x 100m Medley: Bronze
Men’s 4 x 200m Freestyle Relay: Bronze
Women’s 100m Breaststroke: Gold - C Goodman
Women’s 200m Breaststroke: Gold - C Goodman

**DIVING:**
Tower Event: Bronze - N Duveen
3m Diving: Silver - N Duveen

**TABLE TENNIS:**
Women’s Singles: Bronze - F Ginsberg
Women’s Team: Bronze - F Ginsberg; D Silverman

**TENNIS:**
Men’s Singles: Gold - D Schneider; Silver - E Kilov
Men’s Doubles: Gold - D Schneider/E Kilov; Silver - S Gordon/J Krinsky
Women’s Singles: Gold - I Kloss
Women’s Doubles: Gold - I Kloss/H Weiner
Mixed Doubles: Gold - D Schneider/I Kloss; Bronze - R Sender/H Weiner

---

**1977 – 10th MACCABIAH**

**1977 SOUTH AFRICAN TEAM**

**General Manager:** Monty Manoim

**Assistant Manager (Administration):** Mike Davis

**Assistant Manager (Sport):** George Mendelsohn

**Doctor:** Dr Len Myers

**Masseur:** Natie King; Solly Sklar

**Referees (Football):** Lennie Fine; Joe Saitowitz

**Press Representatives:** M Dorfman (Jewish Herald); J Hildyard (Argus Group)
BOWLS:
Manager: R Jacobs (N Tvl)
Men: Dr E Abro (S Tvl); L Abro (S Tvl); H Cohen (E Tvl); S Fox (W Tvl); S Hotz (S Tvl); H Rabkin (WP); H Ronde (N Tvl); Dr S Rummel (EP); I Sacks (S Tvl); R Samuels (S Tvl)
Women: J Armist (Border); E Chiat (WP); E Dogon (S Tvl); E Lissack (S Tvl); S Miller (OFS); H Ruch (S Tvl); M Sadman (S Tvl)

BRIDGE:
Manager: H Osie (S Tvl)
Men: B Broer (S Tvl); H Butkow (S Tvl); N Eber (S Tvl); D Ettlinger (S Tvl)
Women: E Broer (S Tvl); R Jacobson (S Tvl); J Osie (S Tvl); E Sender (S Tvl)

CHESS:
Manager: L Wilken (Border) - K Dreyer (S Tvl); L Fox (WP); Dr D Isaacson (S Tvl); E Price (S Tvl); A Rubinstein (WP)

CRICKET:
Manager: M Charnas (Natal) - M Bacher (S Tvl); G Braude (S Tvl); S Caganoff (Natal); L Dusheiko (OFS); R Falkson (N Tvl); M Goldsmith (S Tvl); B Levenstein (S Tvl); L Seeff (WP); H Spiro (WP); A Vidergauz (W Tvl); R Wagenheim (WP); B Wine (WP)

FENCING:
Manager: E Daniels (S Tvl) - L Jacobson (WP); L Posniak (WP); Ms P Rothschild (S Tvl); Ms I Rothschild (S Tvl); Ms T Wirsam (S Tvl)

FOOTBALL:
Manager: J Lurie (S Tvl); Coach: L Miller (WP) - G Aarons (S Tvl); G Barber (S Tvl); S Dogon (S Tvl); M Fox (S Tvl); E Haase (S Tvl); H Hessen (WP); B Kay (N Tvl); M Novick (S Tvl); H Ostrofsky (S Tvl); G Pollack (S Tvl); D Sacks (S Tvl); A Sacks (WP); M Schneider (WP); M Wainbergas (S Tvl)

GOLF:
Manager: B Gordon (S Tvl) - L Edelstein (S Tvl); S Herson (S Tvl); S Nathan (S Tvl); I Smith (S Tvl); S Spilkin (EP); N Sundelson (E Tvl)

GYMNASTICS:
Manager: I Narunsky (S Tvl); Coach: L Martin (S Tvl)
Men: S Cohen (S Tvl); M Dworsky (S Tvl); L Fisher (S Tvl); L Fluxman (S Tvl)
Women: S Abraham (EP); H Kaplan (S Tvl); M Lasarow (EP); D Narusnky (S Tvl); T Soller (S Tvl); Y Kantor (S Tvl)

JUDO:
Manager: I Ginsberg (S Tvl) - I Epstern (S Tvl); S Shub (S Tvl); R Wolfson (S Tvl)

KARATE:
Manager: N Robinson (S Tvl) - M Dorfman (S Tvl); R Kanarek (S Tvl); D Leiman (S Tvl); I Levinrad (S Tvl); S Milner (S Tvl)

SHOOTING:
L Benater (S Tvl); M Gore (S Tvl); L Kadish (E Tvl); J Zurnamer (W Tvl)

SQUASH:
Manager: L Zeller (S Tvl) - R Alter (S Tvl); Dr I Bacher (S Tvl); W Beder (S Tvl); E Coll (Natal); B Kampel (S Tvl); J Kampel (S Tvl); N Liberman (S Tvl); Z Lipshtitz (WP); S Machet (S Tvl); M Rabinowitz (S Tvl)

SWIMMING:
Manager: Ms E Green (S Tvl) - B Davies (Natal); I Gordon (S Tvl); R Jacobson (S Tvl); Ms M Pogrund (N Tvl); E Rosenberg (OFS); Ms D Vides (Border)

ТЕНИС:
Manager: H Myers (WP)
Men: A Blumberg (S Tvl); C Egdes (S Tvl); M Livshitz (S Tvl); D Segal (S Tvl); G Silberman (S Tvl)
Women: I Kloss (S Tvl); H Weiner (S Tvl)

SA TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE 1977 MACCABIAH
TOTAL MEDALS: 37; GOLD: 19; SILVER: 8; BRONZE: 10

BOWLS:
Men’s Singles: Gold - S Hotz
Men’s Pairs: Gold - Dr T Abro; Dr S Rummel
Men’s Triples: Gold - L Abro; H Ronde; R Samuels
Men’s Fours: Gold - H Cohen; S Fox; H Rabkin; I Sacks
Women’s Singles: Gold - J Armist
Women’s Pairs: Gold - E Dogon; H Ruch
Women’s Triples: Gold - E Chiat; S Miller; M Sadman
Women’s Fours: Silver - E Chiat; E Lissack; S Miller; M Sadman

BRIDGE:
Open Team: Silver - B Broer; H Butkow; N Eber; D Ettlinger

CRICKET:
Gold: South Africa

FENCING:
Women’s Individual Foil: Bronze - P Rothschild

GOLD:
Individual Event: Gold - S Nathan
Team Event: Silver

GYMNASTICS:
Men:
Team: Bronze

Women:
Uneven Bar: Gold - Y Kantor
Team: Silver

JUDO:
Under 86kg: Silver - S Shub
Open Event: Bronze - S Shub

KARATE:
Under 70kg: Bronze - R Kanarek
Under 75kg: Gold - M Dorfman
Over 80 kg: Gold - S Milner
Open Event: Bronze - S Milner

SHOOTING:
Pistol Standard: Gold - L Benater
Olympic Air: Gold - L Benater (new Maccabiah record)
Free: Silver - L Benater
Clay Pigeon: Bronze - J Zurnamer

SQUASH:
Open Team Event: Gold
Veterans Team Event: Gold
Open Singles: Gold - S Machet; Bronze - E Coll
Veterans Singles: Gold - N Liberman; Silver - R Alter; Bronze - W Beder

TENNIS (Women):
Singles: Bronze - I Kloss
Doubles: Gold - I Kloss/H Weiner
Mixed Doubles: Silver - G Silberman/I Kloss
1981 – 11th MACCABIAH

1981 SOUTH AFRICAN TEAM

General Manager: G Mendelsohn
Assistant Managers: Jack Lurie; Harold Melzer; Dennis Reef
Doctors: Dr Scholem Rummel; Dr Len Weinstein
Physiotherapists: Keith Gordon; Arlene Neukircher
International Referees: Alan Bauskin (Hockey); Perry Hurwitz (Cricket); Johan Roets (Karate)

BADMINTON:
Manager: J Pearl (S Tvl) - Ms S Cumings (S Tvl); C Rothenberg (S Tvl); C Salkinder (NC); H Silke (WP); M Verblun (WP); Ms M Zagnoev (S Tvl)

BOWLS:
Manager: A Solarsh (S Tvl)
Men: L Abro (S Tvl); B Chilchik (S Tvl); S Dinkelspiel (S Tvl); M Fish (WP); D Goldberg (EP); S Goldstein (S Tvl); M Hurwitz (S Tvl); G Landsman (OFS); F Milner (S Tvl); L Satill (WP)
Women: A Barber (S Tvl); T Bonner (E Tvl); M Hirschowitz (S Tvl); E Judelman (S Tvl); E Lifschitz (S Tvl); E Lissack (S Tvl); R Medalie (S Tvl); A Price (S Tvl); J Rembach (EP); M Rubin (EP)

BRIDGE:
B Broer (S Tvl); J Dorfan (N Tvl); L Kalmin (N Tvl); H Osie (S Tvl)

CHESS:
Manager: C Broer (N Tvl);
W Berson (WP); S Galleid (S Tvl); H Goldberg (WP); E Price (Capt) (S Tvl); C Wolpe (W Tvl)

CRICKET:
Manager: C Dusheiko (EP) - L Dusheiko (OFS); A Fainsinger (N); M Goldsmith (S Tvl); G Horwitz (S Tvl); H Hurwitz (S Tvl); R Kaplan (S Tvl); W Kirsh (S Tvl); A Meyer (EP); J Seeff (WP); H Spiro (WP); A Vidergauz (W Tvl); B Watson (S Tvl); B Wine (WP)

FENCING:
Manager: B Daniels (S Tvl)
Men: L Posniak (WP); G Wald (S Tvl); R Wittert (S Tvl)
Women: Ms E Berman (S Tvl); Ms B Marcus (S Tvl); Ms T Wirsam (S Tvl)

FIELD HOCKEY:
Manager: S Kroll (OFS) - G Bauskin (S Tvl); S Bernstein (N Tvl); N Braver (S Tvl); L Cornovsky (WP); B Falkenstein (S Tvl); J Fine (N Tvl); B Goffenberg (S Tvl); D Hyman (S Tvl); M Kowal (OFS); D Kramer (S Tvl); I Levitan (S Tvl); S Milner (S Tvl); L Starkowitz (S Tvl)

GOLF:
Manager: B Katz (WP)
Men: B Babus (WP); S Brodkin (S Tvl); M Koseff (E Tvl); D Sapire (S Tvl); I Smith (S Tvl); S Spilkin (EP)
Veterans: L Diamond (EP); S Gawron (S Tvl); E Israel (WP); A Macher (S Tvl)
Women: Ms J Futeman (WP); Ms R Illman (S Tvl); Ms L Kletz (S Tvl); Mrs B Levitan (S Tvl)

GYMNASTICS:
Manager: S Berlowitz (S Tvl); Coaches: M Cowper (S Tvl); L Martin (S Tvl)
Men: P Berger (S Tvl); D Black (S Tvl); R Flaks (S Tvl); S Flaks (S Tvl); G Meyerowitz (S Tvl); S Soller (WP)
Women: S Abraham (EP); J Blumenthal (S Tvl); K Bruk (WP); Y Kantor (S Tvl); J Rosenblatt (S Tvl); J Tourel (S Tvl)
JUDO:
Manager: I Ginsberg (S Tvl) - B Blacher (S Tvl); C Horwitz (S Tvl); A Mendelsohn (S Tvl); S Shub (S Tvl); R Wolfson (S Tvl)

KARATE:
Manager: S Burnstein (S Tvl) - L Abel (WP); H Chweidan (S Tvl); M Dorfman (S Tvl); P Finkelstein (S Tvl); B Gogoski (S Tvl); A Goldman (S Tvl); M Grunau (WP); I Levinrad (S Tvl); S Postan (S Tvl); N Sarembok (S Tvl); T Tockar (WP)

SHOOTING:
Manager: J Stutzen (S Tvl) - G Berman (W Tvl); M Gore (S Tvl); B Hyde (S Tvl); Ms H Levy (S Tvl); R Meyer (S Tvl); J Zurnamer (W Tvl)

SOCCER:
Manager: L Miller (WP); Coach: N King (S Tvl) - G Allardice (Natal); D Bryer (OFS); L Carrol (S Tvl); S Dos Santos (WP); S Firer (N); W Friedman (WP); E Haase (S Tvl); T Klein (N Tvl); H Koseff (S Tvl); G Kupritz (S Tvl); A Sank (WP); M Schneider (WP); M Seligman (N Tvl); P Slotow (N Tvl); G Soresman (S Tvl); B Wexler (WP)

SQUASH:
Manager: N Liberman (S Tvl)
Men: E Coll (Natal); L Gruskin (S Tvl); D Kampel (S Tvl); M Kaplan (S Tvl); J Leeb (S Tvl); S Machet (S Tvl)
Veterans: I Bacher (S Tvl); W Beder (S Tvl); L Cohen (S Tvl); L Klass (WP); H Monat (S Tvl)
Women: E Mann (E Tvl); K Owens (WP); E Smaller (WP); P Wolf (W Tvl)

TENNIS:
Manager: H Myers (WP)
Men: D Egdes (S Tvl); B Gaylis (S Tvl); E Grainger (S Tvl); H Herr (Natal); B Levine (WP); M Livschitz (S Tvl)
Veterans: J Sacks (S Tvl); E Sapiere (Border)
Women: S Bender (S Tvl); G Joss (S Tvl); E Smukler (S Tvl)

SA TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE 1981 MACCABIAH

TOTAL MEDALS: 48; GOLD: 17; SILVER: 15; BRONZE: 16

BOWLS:
Men’s Singles: Gold
Men’s Pairs: Silver; Bronze
Men’s Triples: Gold; Bronze
Men’s Fours: Bronze
Women’s Singles: Gold
Women’s Pairs: Gold; Silver
Women’s Triples: Gold; Silver
Women’s Fours: Gold; Silver

CRICKET:
Gold: South Africa

FIELD HOCKEY:
Silver: South Africa

GOLF:
Men’s Veterans: Bronze
Women’s Team: Bronze

GYMNASTICS:
Combined 6 events: Bronze

JUDO:
Up to 65kg: Bronze - A Mendelsohn
Up to 78kg: Bronze - B Blacher
Team Event: Bronze

**KARATE:**
Up to 60kg: Gold - H Chweidan
Up to 65kg: Gold - A Goldman; Silver I Levinrad
Up to 75kg: Gold - M Dorfman
Up to 80kg: Silver - M Grunau
Open Weight Division: Silver – M Dorfman
Kata Singles: Silver - I Levinrad
Team: Gold
Self-defence: Gold

**SOCCER:**
Gold: South Africa

**SHOOTING:**
Clay Pigeon (Trap): Bronze - South Africa
Singles: Gold - J Zurnamer
Free Pistol: Bronze - H Levy
Air Pistol: Bronze - H Levy
Team Event (International Team): Bronze - H Levy and M Gore (SA)
Dual Pistol Team Event (International Team): Bronze - H Levy (SA)
Individual: Bronze - H Levy

**SQUASH:**
Men’s Team Event: Gold
Men’s Singles: Gold - L Gruskin; Silver - S Machet; Bronze - E Coll
Men’s Veterans Finals: Gold - South Africa; Gold - I Bacher; Silver - L Cohen; Bronze - W Beder
Women’s Team Event: Silver
Women’s Singles: Silver - E Smaller

**TENNIS:**
Men’s Doubles Over 35: Gold - J Sacks/E Sapire
Men’s Singles Over 35: Bronze Semi-Finalists - J Sacks/E Sapire
Women’s Singles Open: Bronze - E Smukler
Mixed Doubles: Silver - B Levine/G Joss

### 1985 – 12th MACCABIAH

### 1985 SOUTH AFRICAN TEAM

**General Manager:** Jack Lurie
**Assistant Manager:** Natie Liberman
**Administrative Manager:** Willie Tichauer
**Seniors Manager:** Dave Koff
**Juniors Manager:** Jeanne Futeran; Larry Shulman
**Doctors:** Dr Ponky Firer; Dr Len Myers
**Physiotherapists:** Rena Bernstein; Arlene Neukircher
**International Referees:** Joe Gordon (Bowls) (WP); Bernard Glass (Cricket) (WP)

**BOWLS:**
Manager: B Chilchik (S Tvl)
Men: A Berman (N); L Blum (S Tvl); D Goldberg (EP); S Hotz (S Tvl); R Jankelowitz (S Tvl); R Kahn
Svvl); C Kay (S Tvl); F Milner (S Tvl); J Rabkin (WO); C Russak (S Tvl)

**Women:** F Aremband (S Tvl); J Armist (B); T Bonner (E Tvl); J Furman (N Tvl); B Gordon (S Tvl); G Harris (E Tvl); E Judelman (S Tvl); C Locketz (S Tvl); R Medalie (S Tvl); S Miller (OFS)

**BRIDGE:**
B Broer (S Tvl); J Dorfan (N Tvl); D Ettlinger (S Tvl); L Kalmin (N Tvl); T Marsden (S Tvl); H Osie (S Tvl)

**CHESS:**
W Berson (WP); H Joffe (S Tvl); S Pearson (S Tvl); C Wolpe (W Tvl)

**CRICKET:**
Manager: A Levenstein (S Tvl) - K Benjamin (S Tvl); R Buskin (S Tvl); G Cohen (WP); A Da Costa (S Tvl); J Dorfman (S Tvl); H Hurwitz (S Tvl); R Kassel (WP); G Katz (WP); W Kirsh (S Tvl); A Kruss (WP); J Seeff (WP); I Wingreen (WP)

**FENCING:**
R Wittert (S Tvl)

**FIELD HOCKEY:**
**Men:** Manager: S Chapman (WP) - L Bloch (WP); G Bolel (S Tvl); M Bolel (S Tvl); Y Drutman (S Tvl); B Goffenberg (S Tvl); N Jankelowitz (S Tvl); P Jude (N); I Levitan (S Tvl); M Osrin (WP); W Ostrofsky (W Tvl); M Yachad (S Tvl)

**Women:** Manager: J Rom (S Tvl) - A Bernstein (WP); S Bernstein (WP); R Drue (S Tvl); P Fisher (S Tvl); L Freeman (S Tvl); L Horwitz (OFS); R Kaplan (S Tvl); J Kruss (WP); M Leifman (S Tvl); L Mankowitz (S Tvl); S Menashe (S Tvl); J Smith (S Tvl)

**GOLF:**
Manager: G Perez (S Tvl)

**Men:** B Babus (WP); S Brodkin (S Tvl); G Gilchrist (S Tvl); R Kaplan (S Tvl); B Reichman (S Tvl); S Treisman (S Tvl)

**Seniors:** B Aronowitz (S Tvl); L Blumenau (S Tvl); R Harrison (S Tvl); N Karro (WP)

**Women:** S Bloom (S Tvl); M Dolgoy (W Tvl); R Illman (S Tvl); B Levitan (S Tvl)

**GYMNASTICS:**
Manager: R Flaks (S Tvl)

**Men:** D Black (S Tvl); S Flaks (S Tvl); G Meyerowitz (S Tvl); K Wolff (WP)

**Junior Boys:** D Cohen (WP); A Goldman (WP); R Lazarus (S Tvl)

**Junior Girls:** Manager/Coach: K Myburgh (WP) - M Jacobson (WP); M Wolfe (WP)

**JUDO:**
Manager: M Miller (S Tvl) - B Blacher (S Tvl); M Gittelson (S Tvl); R Kramer (S Tvl); J Melnick (WP); R Wolfson (S Tvl)

**RUGBY:**
Manager: Dr P Salkinder (WP) - A Amler (WP); I Clucas (WP); H Cohen (WP); R Ettlinger (WP); G Feldman (WP); J Glajchen (S Tvl); C Joffe (S Tvl); W Kahn (WP); P Kaplan (WP); R Kaplan (S Tvl); P Katz (WP); A Krost (S Tvl); S Lipman (S Tvl); G Lipschitz (S Tvl); R Meaker (N); E Norwitz (WP); R Pecker (S Tvl); G Puttermann (S Tvl); J Saber (S Tvl); R Salkow (WP); J Walters (WP)

**SOCCER:**
Manager: R Wainer (S Tvl); Coach: J Kaplan (S Tvl) - H Chilchik (S Tvl); G Cohen (WP); G Dembo (S Tvl); M Edelstein (WP); M Glauber (S Tvl); E Grusd (S Tvl); H Israelite (S Tvl); L Seeff (WP); M Slot (WP); H Socher (S Tvl); D Stoll (S Tvl)

**SOCCER (MINI):**
Manager: G Shneier (S Tvl) - A Brainin (S Tvl); H Hessen (WP); H Krawitz (WP); P Lurie (S Tvl); M Sank (WP); B Wexler (WP)

**SQUASH:**
Manager/player: M Kaplan (S Tvl)

**Men:** D Kampel (S Tvl); S Machet (S Tvl); S Nathan (S Tvl); C Sneider (S Tvl)

**Seniors:** I Bacher (S Tvl); G Bryer (S Tvl); F Dreyer (S Tvl); L Ettlinger (S Tvl); E Grusd (S Tvl); R Israelite (S Tvl); P Josephson (WP); P Kalish (S Tvl); B Kampel (S Tvl); N Liberman (S Tvl); R Osher (S Tvl);
B Schachat (WP); P Smaller (WP); N Sulcas (WP); L Weinstein (S Tvl); P Zimmerman (S Tvl)

Junior Boys: C Berman (S Tvl); G Bieber (S Tvl); P Katz (S Tvl); D Lederman (E Tvl); R Sulcas (WP)

Women: K Facilier (S Tvl); S Luck (WP); K Owens (WP); E Smallier (WP)

TENNIS:
Manager: H Myers (WP)

Men: L Aron (S Tvl); B Gaylis (S Tvl); S Kriger (WP); B Miltz (S Tvl); D Weisz (S Tvl)

Seniors: G Berkowitz (S Tvl); M Gering (S Tvl); S Gordon (S Tvl); B Sapire (S Tvl); E Sapire (B); M Wolfe (WP)

Junior Boys: D Nainkin (WP); Y Rom (S Tvl); G Salomon (S Tvl); J Sher (WP)

Women: E Smukler (S Tvl); J Zinn (N Tvl)

Seniors: M Bethlehem (S Tvl); A Gelbart (WP); S Myers (WP)

Junior Girls: L Perlman (WP)

SA TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE 1985 MACCABIAH

TOTAL MEDALS: 49; GOLD: 13; SILVER: 19; BRONZE: 17

BOWLS:
Men’s Singles: Gold - D Goldberg
Men’s Pairs: Silver - S Holtz; C Kay
Men’s Rinks: Silver - Skip R Kahn
Men’s Triples: Silver - Skip J Rabkin
Women’s Pairs: Gold - J Furman; R Medalie
Women’s Rinks: Silver - Skip F Arembrand
Women’s Triples: Bronze - Skip J Armist

CRICKET:
Bronze: South Africa

FENCING:
Bronze: R Wittert

FIELD HOCKEY:
Men: Silver
Women: Silver

GOLF:
Men’s Team: Silver
Men’s Singles: Bronze - R Kaplan
Senior Team: Gold
Senior Singles: Gold - R Harrison; Bronze - L Blumenau

GYMNASTICS:
Girls vault exercises: Bronze - M Wolfe
Girls floor exercises: Bronze - M Jacobson

JUDO:
Up to 71kg: Bronze - R Wolfson
Up to 86kg: Bronze - R Kramer

RUGBY:
Gold: South Africa

SOCCER:
Bronze: South Africa

SQUASH:
Men’s Team Event: Gold
Men’s Singles: Gold - D Kampel; Silver - M Kaplan; Bronze - S Machet
Masters (Over 35) Team Event: Silver
Individual: Silver - P Smaller
Masters (Over 45) Team Event: Gold
Individual: Gold - L Weinstein; Bronze - R Osher
Masters (Over 50) Team Event: Gold
Individual: Gold - N Liberman; Silver - L Ettlinger
Junior Boys: Silver - D Lederman; Bronze - C Berman
Women’s Team Event: Silver
Women’s Singles: Bronze - E Smaller

**TENNIS:**

Men’s Doubles (Over 35): Silver - E Sapiere/S Gordon
Men’s Doubles (Over 45): Silver - M Gering/G Berkowitz; Bronze - H Myers/J Herschorn (Mexico)
Men’s Doubles (Over 55): Bronze - B Sapiere/K Plenn (Israel)
Boys Singles: Gold – D Nainkin
Boys Doubles: Silver – D Nainkin/J Sher
Women’s Singles (Over 35): Gold - M Bethlehem
Women’s Doubles (Over 35): Silver - A Gelbart/P Sachs (Aus)
Girls Singles: Silver - L Perlman
Girls Doubles: Bronze – L Perlman/L Rosenbloom (USA)
Mixed Doubles: Silver – D Nainkin/L Perlman

---

**1989 – 13th MACCABIAH**

**1989 SOUTH AFRICAN TEAM**

**Heads of Delegation:** Jack Lurie; Monty Manoim; George Mendelsohn
**General Manager:** Natie Liberman
**Assistant General Managers:** Jeanne Futeran; Joe Stutzen
**Masters Manager:** Barney Chilchik
**Juniors Managers:** Butch Blacher; Willie Tichauer
**Doctors:** Dr Brian Josselsohn; Dr Paul Salkinder
**Physiotherapists:** Rena Bernstein; Jo-anne Sklaar
**PRO:** Dave Koff
**International Umpire:** Joe Gordon (Bowls) (WP)

**BOWLS:**
Manager: J Turner (N Tvl)
**Men:** B Aaron (S Tvl); A Berman (WP); A Berman (N); J Bernstein (EP); S Dinkelspiel (S Tvl); A Elin (S Tvl); S Gore (WP); C Kay (S Tvl); P Levy (N); J Meyers (WP)
**Women:** J Armist (B); J Bierman (N Tvl); J Furman (S Tvl); G Harris (S Tvl); B Katz (E Tvl); E Maisel (WP); M Miller (WP); R Meyers (S Tvl); A Neukircher (N Tvl); D Shorkend (WP)

**BRIDGE:**
**Men** (Masters): Dr L Bodkin (Capt) (S Tvl); Dr B Donde (S Tvl); M Joffe (WP); N Sulcas (WP)
**Women** (Masters): R Kaplan (S Tvl); G Ross (S Tvl)

**CHESS:**
**Masters:** A Bickof (S Tvl); D Gluckman (S Tvl); H Goldberg (WP); M Joffe (S Tvl); B Wolpe (Capt) (W Tvl)

**CRICKET:**
Manager: N Leibowitz (S Tvl) - A Alperstein (WP); R Buskin (S Tvl); D Copans (S Tvl); G Daitsch (WP); B Girnun (S Tvl); A Goldberg (EP); C Grainger (S Tvl); O Horwitz (S Tvl); G Loon (WP); A Kruss (WP);
FIELD HOCKEY:
Men: Manager: S Chapman (WP) - B Bernstein (S Tvl); H Bloch (WP); G Bolel (S Tvl); M Bolel (S Tvl); M Epstein (EP); B Franklin (EP); N Jankelowitz (S Tvl); D Kruger (OFS); I Levitan (S Tvl); G Meyerowitz (OFS); W Ostrofsky (S Tvl); H Rauff (OFS); J Teeger (S Tvl); M Yachad (S Tvl)
Women: Manager: J Rom (S Tvl) - A Burman (S Tvl); L Cain (S Tvl); L Carpel (S Tvl); P Fisher (S Tvl); E Greenway (S Tvl); C Horwitz (S Tvl); L Horwitz (S Tvl); M Levitz (S Tvl); N Loewke (S Tvl); L Mankowitz (S Tvl); A Mann (S Tvl); S Menashe (S Tvl); S Naggel (S Tvl); J Nomis (S Tvl); J Psek (S Tvl); J Sacke (S Tvl); C Yawitch (S Tvl)

GOLF:
Manager: S Berger (WP)
Men: P Behr (S Tvl); S Brodkin (S Tvl); G Brown (S Tvl); B Sundelson (S Tvl); S Tresiman (S Tvl); C Weinsteins (S Tvl)
Masters: B Brown (S Tvl); D Herman (WP); N Kosviner (WP); M Zipperstein (S Tvl)
Women: A Hirschhorn (S Tvl); B Levitan (S Tvl); K Levitan (S Tvl); L Rose (S Tvl)

GYMNASTICS:
Manager: D Mandel (S Tvl)
Men: R Flaks (S Tvl); R Lazarus (S Tvl); A Yevilov (S Tvl)
Women: C Bloch (S Tvl); L Cohen (WP); M Jacobson (WP); M Wolff (WP)

JUDO:
M Bennett (S Tvl); B Blacher (S Tvl); M Gittelson (S Tvl); L Jankelowitz (S Tvl); A Resnick (S Tvl)

ROAD RUNNING:
Masters: S Dembo (S Tvl); A Feldman (S Tvl); M Hertz (S Tvl); G Polovin (S Tvl)

RUGBY:
Manager: I Fuchs (WP) - S Becker (WP); G Berger (WP); A Chait (WP); D Froman (S Tvl); J Glajchen (S Tvl); K Harris (S Tvl); A Jacobson (N TVl); C Joffe (S Tvl); I Joffe (S Tvl); W Kahn (WP); D Kaplan (WP); A Krost (S Tvl); R Meaker (N); R Meaker (N); G Puterman (S Tvl); R Solkow (WP); B Walker (N); J Walters (WP); P Zacks (WP); N Zaitsman (N); R Zasman (S Tvl)

SOCCER:
Manager: Prof R Schloss (S Tvl); Coach: S dos Santos (WP) - S Brenner (S Tvl); G Cohen (WP); S Firer (S Tvl); M Glauber (S Tvl); R Greenstein (WP); T Klein (N TVl); E Koseff (S Tvl); G Kosviner (WP); R Lang (S Tvl); A Lurie (S Tvl); C Nathan (S Tvl); D Pribut (WP); T Reich (WP); L Schreier (S Tvl); M Seligman (N TVl); M Slot (WP)

SOCCER (MINI):
Manager: R Bregman (N Tvl) - G Blumberg (S Tvl); H Chilchik (S Tvl); L Fluxman (S Tvl); R Froelich (S Tvl); H Hessen (WP); S Koseff (S Tvl); H Krawitz (S Tvl); J Michel (S Tvl); J Moshal (N); D Reingold (WP); J Segel (S Tvl)

SQUASH:
Men: D Kampel (S Tvl); L Kampel (S Tvl); M Nathan (S Tvl); S Nathan (S Tvl); G Zeller (S Tvl)
Masters (Over 35): M Aron (S Tvl); M Berchowitz (S Tvl); M Levin (S Tvl); S Machet (S Tvl); A Shear (S Tvl)
Masters (Over 45): M Bild (S Tvl); E Chain (S Tvl); S Engelberg (S Tvl); R Osher (S Tvl); R Shell (WP)
Masters (Over 50): Dr I Bacher (S Tvl); Dr G Breyer (S Tvl); L Matz (WP); A Shlaim (S Tvl); P Zimmerman (S Tvl)
Juniors (Boys): J Jankelow (S Tvl); S Mann (E Tvl); L Pogir (S Tvl); D Pogir (S Tvl); A Shear (S Tvl); M Weinstein (S Tvl)
Women: C Botes (S Tvl); K Faclier (WP); D Lederman (S Tvl); S Luck (WP); E Mann (E Tvl); N Mann (E Tvl); L Sharp (S Tvl)

TABLE TENNIS:
R Beck (WP); A Chiat (WP); Ms J Rudolph (N Tvl); R Stein (S Tvl)
Juniors: L Basserabie (Tvl); C Finkelstein (Tvl); I Kaplan (Tvl); Ms M Krawitz (WP); M Sussman (Tvl)

**TENNIS:**
Manager: B Gaitz (Tvl)
Men: E Grainger (Tvl); H Joffe (Tvl); R Lubner (Tvl); M Sass (Tvl); D Shwer (Tvl); D Weisz (Tvl)
Masters (35-44): S Gordon (Tvl); A Lowenberg (Tvl); D Moss (Tvl)
Masters (45-49): M Kelman (WP); B Pincus; (Tvl); M Wolffe (WP)
Masters (50-55): G Berkowitz (Tvl); M Gering (Tvl); H Myers (WP)
Juniors (Boys): M Gottlieb (Tvl); J Hasson (WP); B Plokhooy (Tvl); A Valkin (Tvl)
Women: A Bacher (Tvl); Y Soresman (Tvl)
Juniors (Girls): V Fox (Tvl); L Gutkin (Tvl); S Jaff (Tvl); N Mer (Tvl)

**SA TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE 1989 MACCABIAH**

**TOTAL MEDALS: 45; GOLD: 15; SILVER: 17; BRONZE: 13**

**GOLD MEDALS**

**BOWLS:**
Men’s Singles: S Dinkelspiel
Men’s Pairs: S Gore; A Berman
Men’s Rinks: B Aaron; A Berman; J Bernstein; S Gore
Women’s Pairs: J Furman; B Katz
Women’s Trips: J Berman; A Neukircher; D Shorkend
Women’s Rinks: J Armist; E Maisel; R Meyers; M Miller

**CRICKET:**
South Africa

**FIELD HOCKEY:**
Men: South Africa

**ROAD RUNNING:**
Half Marathon (Over 45): M Hertz

**RUGBY:**
South Africa

**SQUASH:**
Men’s Championship: D Kampel
Squash Men’s Team: D Kampel; S Nathan; G Zeller
Squash Men’s Team (Over 35): M Aron; M Berkowitz; M Levin; S Machet; A Shear
Boys U16: S Mann

**TENNIS:**
Men’s Singles: H Joffe

**SILVER MEDALS**

**BOWLS:**
Men’s Rinks: T Berman; A Elin; P Levy; J Meyers
Women’s Singles: D Shorkend

**FIELD HOCKEY:**
Women: South Africa

**GOLF:**
Men’s Masters Team
Women’s Team
SQUASH:
Men’s Team: M Morris; L Kampel; A Exra (India)
Masters Championship (Over 35): S Machet
Masters Championship (Over 45) Championship: R Osher
Masters Team (Over 45): E Chain; R Osher; R Shell
Masters Team (Over 50): I Bacher; N Lang (Canada); A Shlain
Boys U16 Championship: A Shear
Women’s Championship: K Faclier

TENNIS:
Men’s Doubles: H Joffe/R Lubner
Masters Doubles (Over 50): G Berkowitz/M Gering
Boys U16 Doubles: M Gottlieb/A Valkin
Girls U16 Doubles: L Gutkin/N Mer

BRONZE MEDALS

BOWLS:
Men’s Trips: B Aaron; J Bernstein; C Kay
Women’s Singles: G Harris
Women’s Pairs: E Maisel; R Meyers
Women’s Trips: J Armist; G Harris; M Miller

ROAD RUNNING:
Half Marathon (Over 50): A Feldman

SQUASH:
Men’s Championship: S Nathan
Masters Team (Over 45): M Bild; D Hoffreear (Canada); S Engelberg
Masters Championship (Over 50): G Bryer
Masters Team (Over 50): G Bryer; L Matz; P Zimmerman

TENNIS:
Masters Championship (Over 35): S Gordon
Masters Doubles (Over 45): M Wolffle/J Meyers (Holland)
Girls U16 Singles: L Gutkin

1993 – 14th MACCABIAH

1993 SOUTH AFRICAN TEAM

Heads of Delegation: Issy Bacher; Dave Koff; Jack Lurie; George Mendelsohn; Jeff Terner
General Manager: Jeanne Futeran
Assistant General Managers: Abe (Butch) Blacher; Willie Tichauer
Juniors General Managers: Steve Chapman; Rose Richter
Doctors: Dr Paul Salkinder; Dr Kevin Sneider
Nurse: Kim Lurie
Physiotherapists: Toni Hesp; Howard Morris; Jo-anne Sklaar; Jonathan Zetisky
Supporters Tour: Lance Terner
Referees: Laurie Pieters (Cricket); Ann Fine (Netball); Joe Stutzen (Track & Field); David Lewis (Football Junior)
Press: David Isaacson

BRIDGE:
Manager/Player: M Joffe - D Ettlinger; G Gersowsky; S Gersowsky; N Sulcas; S Taitz

CRICKET:
Manager: N Leibowitz - A Bacher; M Blockman; R Buskin; A da Costa; B Girnun; C Grainger; K Joffe; M Katz; T Lazard; G Loon; C Lyons; J Schwartz; W Sneag

FIELD HOCKEY:
Men: Manager: G Bolel; Coach/Player: M Yachad - B Bard; B Bernstein; M Bolel; L Froom; M Heyman; D Kruger; G Kruger; I Kur; A Levine; J Merris; S Milner; J Orelowitz; W Ostrofsky; J Teeger
Women: Manager/Player: P Fisher - A Barris; L Brett; T Cohen; C Horwitz; D Isaacman; B Isaacson; A Margolius; D Meaker; S Menashe; R Nomis; J Sacke; L Schneider; C Yawitch; N Zaslanski

FOOTBALL:
Seniors: Manager: R Schloss; Coach: E Lewis - G Allardice; S Allardice; S Brenner; S Charnas; R Cohen; R Firer; I Hermann; R Jankelowitz; D Katzman; A Lipshitz; J Michael; D Pribut; M Seligman; N Schloss; D Suchard; R Suchard; J Valkin
Juniors: Manager: S Rosen; Coach: R Plett - A Bailey; L Bayer; J Beresford; L Berger; S Berold; R Copeland; J Friedman; N Furman; D Kumin; I Lazarus; J Leslie; M Levy; D Myers; D Segal; J Serman; J Sher

GOLF:
Men: A Glazer; S Nathan; D Shevil; I Smith; B Sundelson; D Sundelson; N Tarlie
Masters: D Cohen; B Josselson; E Pokroy; S Spilkin
Women: A Hirschorn; B Levitan; L Rose; K Wessels

GYMNASTICS:
Men: A Goldman
Junior Girls: Manager/Coach: D Mandel - L Holtzman; M Lesley

HALF MARATHON:
Men: G Arenson; L Bryer
Masters (35-39): A Behr, Steve Novis
Masters (50+): M Hertz (Capt)

JUDO:
Manager: B Blacher - L Alge; D Bennett; S Goldsmith; M Horwitz; D Kramer; S Pogir; A Resnik

KARATE:
Manager: R Greenspan; Coach/Player: M Dorfman
Men: S Dorfman; K Friedlander; R Koton; J Krug; D Orleow; T Simon
Women: L Greenspan; T Nathan

LAWN BOWLS:
Manager: M Tankelowitz
Men: B Aaron; E Alexander; B Fisher; L Goldberg; D Kolnick; S Lotkin; B Miller; D Myers; J Myers; M Siesel
Women: S Bloch; P Elinhorn; J Furman; Beryl Katz; Binnie Katz; E Maisel; M Miller, A Neukircher; R Pokroy; D Prendergast

MINI FOOTBALL:
Manager: R Bregman; Coach/player: M Glauber - G Blumberg; H Chilchik; S Firer; G Flaks; R Froelich; M Herson; H Krawitz; C Nathan; L Schreier

NETBALL:
Manager: D Raphaely - S Cumings; P Dove; S Jaff; D Muller; C Raphaely; P Raphaely; H Suskin; L Tuch; N Tuch; I Waksman

RUGBY:
Manager: I Fuchs; Coach: R Solkow - S Becker; A Chait; H Cohen; J Dave; G Feldman; G Forman; G Furman; J Girnun; T Girnun; G Gold; D Kaplan; R Levin; R Levy; M Liebrecht; T Meirowitz; D Pincus; A Rosenberg; M Solomons; D Resnick; W Rubin; J Waksman; P Zacks; N Zaltzman

SHOOTING:
Ms H Levy

SQUASH:
Manager: I Strous
Men: J Aron; D Kampel; M Morris; S Nathan; G Weinstein
Masters (35-44): M Aron; B Ginsberg; M Levin; J Shtein
Masters (45-49): S Engelberg; P Kalish; S Machet; J Meltz
Masters (50-54): M Bild; M Kantor; M Levitan; R Osher
Masters (55+): G Bryer; L Ettlinger; M Rom; A Shlain
Junior Boys: D Bloom; W Getz; G Hahn
Women: K Faclier; L Gluckman; D Lederman; S Luck; A Traub

SWIMMING:
Manager: P Shifren
Men: I Miller; I Segal; N Shifren; R Wittles
Junior Boys: D Vorenberg
Women: N Goldin
Disabled: L Buisansky

TABLE TENNIS:
Men: S Katzeff (Capt); L Basserabie; G Shap
Junior Boys: I Freedman; M Samowitz; G Smith
Women: T Ginsberg; M Krawitz

TENNIS:
Manager: H Gottlieb; Coach: E Grainger
Men: L Gewer; M Gottlieb; R Lubner; B Miltz; Y Rom; A Valkin
Masters (35-44): H Goldberg; I Sapiere
Masters (45-49): B Pincus; J Sacks; A Saul; M Sternberg
Masters (50-54): B Schachat; M Wolfe
Masters (55-59): G Berkowitz; M Civin; S Mandelstam; H Myers (C apt)
Junior Boys: S Eckstein; W Evans; A Jacobs; R Lazarus
Women: L Gutkin; C Wilken
Masters (35-44): S Engers; A Gelbart
Masters (45-49): S Myers; M Samuels
Junior Girls: K Banham; J Boyd; D Peters; C Rosenberg

TEN PIN BOWLING:
Men: G Caminsky; M Cassel; P Gampel; L Mofsowitz; N Plen; K Simon
Women: P Gishen; K Laws; G Mofsowitz; L Segal; M Simon

TRACK & FIELD:
Men: S Fenster; C Fuchs; I Hacker; D Milner; R Penn; M Selikow
Junior Boys: E Goldin; D Isaacs; I Lutrin; J Nestadt; D Vinokur
Masters: M Hacker
Women: L Bossenger; P Cohen; B Crossling; K Levy; L Sherman
Junior Girls: R Lissoos

TRIATHLON:
Men (20-29) C Bean; P Ephron; L Tobias
Masters Men (30-39) D Alberdas; A Chimes; B Yudelman (C apt)

WATER POLO:
Manager: M Samuel - S Belikoff; A Capelouto; E Diamond; J Druian; S Geffen; J Katz; P Lazarus; D Letschert; M Nahon; P Nahon

SA TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE 1993 MACCABIAH

TOTAL MEDALS: 95; GOLD: 28; SILVER: 30; BRONZE: 37
GOLD MEDALS

GOLF:
Masters Team

HALF MARATHON:
Masters: M Hertz

KARATE:
S Dorfman (Kata)
L Greenspan (Kata; Kumite)

LAWN BOWLS:
Men’s Pairs: E Alexander; D Myers
Men’s Trips: L Goldberg; B Miller; M Siesel
Men’s Fours: B Aaron; L Goldberg; B Miller; M Siesel
Overall Men’s Winner
Women’s Singles: D Prendergast
Women’s Pairs: B Katz; A Neukircher
Women’s Fours: B Katz; J Furman; E Maisel; M Miller
Overall Women’s Winner

NETBALL:
South Africa

RUGBY:
South Africa

SQUASH:
Men’s Masters (35-44): J Shtein
Men’s Masters Team (55+): G Bryer; L Ettlinger; M Rom; A Shlain

SWIMMING:
Disabled: L Buisansky (2)

TENNIS:
Men’s Doubles (45-49): J Sacks/A Saul
Men’s Doubles (55-59): G Berkowitz/H Myers
Mixed Doubles: A Saul/M Samuels

TEN PIN BOWLING:
Men’s Trio: G Caminsky; M Cassel; N Plen

TRACK & FIELD
100m (Masters): M Hacker
200m (Masters): M Hacker
200m (Boys): D Isaacs
400m (Boys): D Isaacs

TRIATHLON:
C Bean

SILVER MEDALS

CRICKET:
South Africa

FIELD HOCKEY:
Men: South Africa

GOLF:
Men’s Open Team: A Glazer; S Nathan; D Shevil; I Smith; B Sundelson; D Sundelson; N Tarlie
Masters: E Pokroy
Women’s Open Team: A Hirschorn; B Levitan; L Rose; K Wessels

KARATE:
Men’s Team (Kata): S Dorfman; R Koton; K Friedlander
Men’s Kata: R Koton
Men’s Kumite: S Dorfman; M Dorfman
Women’s Kata: T Nathan

LAWN BOWLS:
Men’s Singles: J Myers
Men’s Pairs: B Aaron; J Myers
Women’s Pairs: D Prendergast; M Miller
Women’s Trips: B Katz; J Furman; E Maisel

SQUASH:
Men’s Open: D Kempel
Men’s Masters (50-54): R Osher
Men’s Masters (55+): G Bryer
Men’s Masters Team (35-44): M Aron; B Ginsberg; M Levin; J Shtein
Men’s Masters Team (50-54): M Bild; M Kantor; M Levitan; R Osher
Junior Boys: G Hahn

TENNIS:
Men’s Masters: A Saul
Mixed Doubles (Masters): J Sacks/S Myers

TEN PIN BOWLING:
Women’s Doubles: G Mofsowitz; L Segal
Women’s Trio: P Gishen; L Segal; M Simon
Women’s Overall: L Segal
Women’s Team Overall: P Gishen; K Laws; G Mofsowitz; L Segal; M Simon

TRACK & FIELD
Men’s 200m: I Hacker
Masters 10 000m: S Novis
Women’s 400m: B Crossling
Women’s 400m Hurdles: B Crossling

TRIATHLON:
Masters: B Yudelman

BRONZE MEDALS

GOLF:
Men’s Open: D Sundelson
Women’s Open: L Rose

KARATE:
Men’s Team (Kumite): M Dorfman; S Dorfman; K Friedlander; R Koton; J Krug
Men’s Kumite: R Koton

LAWN BOWLS:
Women’s Fours: S Bloch; P Elinhorn; B Katz; R Pokroy

SHOOTING:
H Levy

SQUASH:
Men’s Open Team: J Aron; D Kampel; M Morris; S Nathan; G Weinstein
Men’s Masters: S Machet
Men’s Masters Team (45-49): S Engelberg; P Kalish; S Machet; J Meltz
Women’s Open: K Faclier
Women’s Open Team: K Faclier; L Gluckman; D Lederman; S Luck; A Traub

**SWIMMING:**
Men’s 4 x 100m Freestyle: I Miller; I Segal; N Shifren; R Wittles
Men’s 4 x 100m Medley: I Miller; I Segal; N Shifren; R Wittles
Junior Boys 100m Breaststroke: D Vorenberg
Women’s 50m freestyle: N Goldin

**TABLE TENNIS:**
Junior Boys Team: I Freedman; M Samowitz; G Smith
Women’s Team: T Ginsberg; M Krawitz

**TENNIS:**
Men’s Doubles Open: R Lubner/Y Rom
Men’s Masters (50-54): M Wolfe

**Men’s Masters (55-59): G Berkowitz; H Myers**
Men’s Doubles Masters (35-44): H Goldberg/I Sapire
Men’s Doubles Masters (55-59): M Civin/S Mandelstam
Mixed Doubles Masters: I Sapire/A Gelbart
Boys (Singles): W Evans
Boys (Doubles): S Eckstein/A Jacobs
Girls (Doubles): J Boyd/C Rosenberg

**TRACK & FIELD:**
Men’s 100m: I Hacker
Men’s 4 x 100m: S Fenster; I Hacker; D Milner; M Selikow
Men’s 4 x 400m: S Fenster; I Hacker; D Milner; R Penn
Masters 10 000m (35-39): A Behr
Masters 10 000m (50+): M Hertz
Junior Boys 4 x 100m: E Goldin; D Isaacs; J Nestadt; D Vinokur
Women’s 4 x 100m: L Bossenger; B Crossling; K Levy; L Sherman
Women’s 4 x 400m: L Bossenger; B Crossling; K Levy; L Sherman
Junior Girls 400m: R Lissoos
Junior Girls 800m: R Lissoos

---

**1997 – 15th MACCABIAH**

**1997 SOUTH AFRICAN TEAM**

**Head of Delegation:** Jack Lurie
**Chairman:** Jeanne Futeren
**Executive Director:** Jeff Terner
**General Manager:** Abe (Butch) Blacher
**Assistant General Managers:** Harold Gottlieb; Mervyn Tankelowitz
**Juniors General Manager:** Rainer Sztab
**Assistant Junior Manager:** D Rabinowitz
**Doctors:** Dr Paul Salkinder; Dr Larry Jankelowitz
**Physiotherapists:** Michael Gottlieb; Melanie Jossman; Karen Schneider; Ruth Zingol
**VIP & Supporters:** David Koff; Karin Maister
**Referee:** David Lewis (Football Junior)

**CHESS:**
**Men:** S Pearson; G Tucker
Junior Boys: D Ben-Moshe; J Cohen; G Phillips; D Swartz

CRICKET:
Manager/Player: B Gimmun - W Borowsky; G Bloom; C Grainger; K Joffe; A Kramer; T Lazard; D Lever; C Lyons; J Schwartz; S Shapiro; W Sneag; M Weinstein

FIELD HOCKEY:
Men: Manager: G Boles; Coach/Player: M Yachad - T Bortz; M Firer; S Grup; B Isenberg; D Kruger; G Kruger; I Kur; A Levine; W Merris; J Orelewitz; R Perel; A Reubenson; G Reubenson; M Romberg
Women: Manager: I Rudolph; Coach: L Altmuner - B Bamber-Isaacson; L Brett; T Cohen; S Davis; K Eckstein; T Goldin; C Horwitz; D Isaacman; L Joffe; C Mangion; J Sacke; L Savage; T Schwartz; L Woolf

FOOTBALL:
Seniors: Manager: R Schloss; Coach: M Seligman - S Allardice; R Bloch; S Brenner; B Copans; R Gordon; N Jankelowitz; R Jankelowitz; D Katzman; D Kay; J Michael; D Rosenkowitz; W Satusky; N Schloss; D Suchard; R Suchard; D Woznica
Juniors: Manager: J Dorfman; Coach: A Kotzin - N Behr; G Borowsky; J Cohen; G Freeman; S Horwitz; L Kalk; H Kassel; G Kumin; M Lipman; D Mittan; B Nerwich; D Pauwen; B Pollak; W Pollak; D Preskow; R Wuest

GOLF:
Manager: S Berger
Men: D Etkind; C Feigin; J Lipshitz; B Sundelson; D Sundelson; N Tarlie
Masters: S Boiskin; C Herman; L Karp; S Spilkin
Women: W Appelbaum; G Kirsch; E Stillerman; A Uria

GYMNASTICS:
Coach: M Szabo
Men: R Leslie; A Lichterman
Boys: S Friedman; T Sender

HALF MARATHON:
Men: G Arenson; J Band
Masters (Over 60): A Feldman
Women: J Sherlock

JUDO:
Manager: A Mendelsohn - D Bennett; J Chorn; S Goldsmith; Ms E Lurie; S Milun; A Resnick; M Riesnick

KARATE:
Manager/player: J Krug
Men: S Dorfman; W Levi; J Rosen
Women: T Nathan; C Rabinowitz

LAWN BOWLS:
Manager: M Joffe
Men: M Anstey; M Brown; G Chait; S Epstein; O Fine; M Glasser; E Henen; S Jankelowitz; D Keet; R Lampert
Women: M Frank; C Krost; A Lampert; S Levy; V Terner

NETBALL:
Manager/Coach: L Ferreira - K Burnett; L Cassel; U Chatzkelowitz; T Cohen; S Cumings; L Gar; L Raiz; J Solomon; L Soresman; I Waksman

RUGBY:
Manager: I Fuchs; Coach: R Sulkov - A Alperstein; S Becker; G Benson; D Datnow; G Forman; J Girnun; T Girnun; G Gold; D Jacobson; D Jankelowitz; H Levitt; M Liebricht; S Morris; G Nomis; D Pimstein; M Pimstein; V Rosen; A Rosenberg; Y Segal; P Smollan; B Soekoe; B Taitz; J Waksman; O Wiegand

SQUASH:
Manager: M Aron

Men: G Isaacs; K Mann; S Mann; L Pogir; A Shear

Masters (Over 35): C Blacher; M Kampel; L Sher; J Shtein
Masters (Over 45): D Basserabie; P Garrun; B Lapiner; S Woolf
Masters (Over 50): M Bild; N Herscowitz; M Levitan; J Meltz
Masters (Over 60): L Ettlinger; S Fanaroff; M Rom

SWIMMING:
Convenor: R Hack; Coach: D Williamson
Men: D Bloom; W Flekser; S Gundelfinger; G Hack; C van der Fijver
Junior Boys: A Goldin; D Krawitz
Junior Girls: S Cohen; T di Blassio

TABLE TENNIS:
Men: S Brooke; A Ginsberg; M Samowitz; G Smith
Junior Boys: D Brooke; R Cohen

TENNIS:
Manager: B Gaitz
Men: S Eckstein

Masters (Over 35): C Gaitz
Masters (Over 45): A Saul
Masters (Over 50): K Winer
Masters (Over 60): G Berkowitz; H Myers
Women: T Esrock
Junior Boys: M Freeman; M Hyde; C Jaffe; R Levy; D Resnik; B Stephens
Junior Girls: S Esrock; C Stein

TEN PIN BOWLING:
Manager: R Hackner
Men: G Caminsky; M Cassel; L Mofsowitz; B Nadel; K Simon
Women: P Gishen; L Heinrich; G Mofsowitz; L Segal; M Simon

TRACK & FIELD:
Manager/athlete: S Fenster
Men: J Band; D Milner; I Lutrin
Junior Boys: D Taitz; J Vink
Women: L Sherman
Junior Girls: S Fish

TRIATHLON:
Men (20-29): G Abrahams; J Brenner; R Cohen
Men (30-34): L Tobias
Masters Men (35-39): R Dribbin; B Yudelman

SA TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE 1997 MACCABIAH

TOTAL MEDALS: 72; GOLD: 20; SILVER: 23; BRONZE: 29

GOLD MEDALS

GOLF:
Individual: J Lipschitz
Open Team Event: D Etkind; C Feigin; J Lipshitz; B Sundelson; D Sundelson; N Tarlie

GYMNASTICS:
S Friedman (2)

KARATE:
S Dorfman (2); C Rabinowitz

**LAWN BOWLS:**
Men’s Fours: M Brown; S Epstein; M Glasser; R Lampert
Women’s Singles: M Frank

**SQUASH:**
Open Team Event: G Isaacs; K Mann; S Mann; L Pogir; A Shear
Masters (Over 50): M Levitan

**TENNIS:**
Masters (Over 45): A Saul
Masters Doubles (Over 60): G Berkowitz/H Myers
Junior Boys Doubles: M Freeman/B Stephens
Mixed Doubles (Over 45): A Saul/J Strauss (Israel)

**TEN PIN BOWLING:**
G Caminsky (2); M Simon (2)
Men’s Doubles: G Caminsky; K Simon
Men’s Trios: G Caminsky; B Nadel; K Simon

**SILVER MEDALS**

**CRICKET:**
South Africa

**FIELD HOCKEY:**
Men: South Africa

**GOLF:**
Individual: B Sundelson

**GYMNASTICS:**
S Friedman

**KARATE:**
T Nathan

**LAWN BOWLS:**
Men’s Singles: O Fine

**RUGBY:**
South Africa

**SQUASH:**
Men’s Singles (Over 45): B Lapiner
Men’s Singles (Over 60): L Ettlinger
Team Event (Over 45): D Basserabie; P Garrun; B Lapiner; S Woolf
Team Event (Over 60): L Ettlinger; S Fanaroff; M Rom

**SWIMMING:**
Men’s Open 50m Freestyle: W Flekser
Junior Boys 50m Freestyle: A Goldin
Junior Boys 100m Freestyle: A Goldin
Junior Boys 4 x 100m Individual Medley: A Goldin; D Krawitz (combined with Canada)

**TENNIS:**
Mixed Doubles (Over 55): H Myers/B Blumberg (Israel)

**TEN PIN BOWLING:**
Women’s Singles: M Simon
Women’s Doubles: L Segal; M Simon

**TRACK & FIELD:**
10 000m: J Band
Men’s 4 x 100m Relay: J Band; S Fenster; I Lutrin; D Milner
400m (Boys): J Vink
200m (Girls): S Fish
Triathlon: L Tobias

**BRONZE MEDALS**

**GOLF:**
Masters Team Event: S Boiskin; C Herman; L Karp; S Spilkin

**GYMNASTICS:**
S Friedman (2)

**JUDO:**
Under 60kg: D Bennett
Under 86kg: S Goldsmith

**KARATE:**
W Levi; J Rosen

**LAWN BOWLS:**
Men’s Singles: D Keet
Women’s Pairs: M Frank; A Lampert

**NETBALL:**
South Africa

**SQUASH:**
Men’s Singles (Over 35): J Shtein
Men’s Team Event (Over 35): C Blacher; M Kampel; L Sher; J Shtein

**SWIMMING:**
Men’s 4 x 100m Freestyle Relay: D Bloom; W Flekser; S Gundelfinger; C van der Fijver
Junior Boys 100m Freestyle: D Krawitz
Junior Boys 200m Freestyle: A Goldin
Junior Boys 200m Individual Medley: D Krawitz
Junior Boys 4 x 100m Freestyle Relay: A Goldin; D Krawitz (combined with Canada)
Junior Girls 4 x 100m Freestyle Relay: S Cohen; T di Blassio (combined with Canada)

**TABLE TENNIS:**
Junior Boys: D Brooke; R Cohen

**TENNIS:**
Men’s Singles (Over 60): H Myers
Men’s Doubles (Over 45): A Saul/K Winer
Men’s Doubles (Over 60): G Berkowitz/H Myers (won gold?)
Junior Boys Singles: D Resnick
Junior Boys Doubles: C Jaffe/D Resnick
Junior Girls Doubles: S Esrock/C Stein
Junior Mixed Doubles: B Stephens/S Esrock

**TRACK & FIELD:**
Men’s 4 x 400m: I Lutrin; D Milner (combined with Canada)
100m (Boys): D Taitz
Women’s 400m: L Sherman
Women’s 800m: L Sherman
Triathlon: B Yudelman

---

**2001 – 16th MACCABIAH**

**2001 SOUTH AFRICAN TEAM**
Chairman: Maccabi SA Abe Blacher (ex officio) - Finance
Chairman Games Committee/Head of Delegation: Raymond Hack
Manager (Security/Transport): Harold Gottlieb
Manager (Accommodation): Mervyn Tankelowitz
Junior Managers: Samantha Cummings; Rainer Sztab; Ilissa Waksman
Doctors: Dr Paul Salkinder; Dr Jeffrey Melmed
Physiotherapists: Caren Fleishman; Toni Hesp; Kim Levor; Aviva Smulowitz

FIELD HOCKEY:
Women Open: Coach: E Greenway - L Bassoon; L Beinash; S Cohen; C Diamond; D Goldbaum; K Goldin; T Goldin; D Isaacman; L Isenberg; T Morris; N Scher; T Schwartz; N Slotow; A Sochen

FOOTBALL:
Open: Manager: J Dorfman; Coach: S Brenner - R Ash; W Avnit; W Berger; R Bloch; G Borowsky; W Buha; B Copans; D Cope; G Edelstein; H Finkel; N Jankelowitz; D Katzer; D Katzman; C Kupritz; D Pauwen; D Preskow; D Zidel
Masters: S Firer; C Gewer; J Heller; J Hermann; S Isaacson; S Katzeff; B Kay; G Laing; L Litvin; M Mer; A Nossel; M Nossel; E Shneier; F Slotow; B Sparks; B Wexler; D Zetner
Juniors: Manager: S Tucker; Coach: M Novick - D Bamberger; A Bernic; L Bukris; A Destomes; R Grevler; C Isaacson; R Joseph; S Kaftel; P Linde; A Lutzno; D Rakusin; F Rosen; E Sandler; D Singer; R Tucker

GOLF:
Manager: M Tarlie
Open: D Etkind; C Feigin; M Maloon; R Schaffer; N Steeven; B Sundelson; D Sundelson
Masters: S Boiskin; M Duek; G Smith; S Spilkin

JUDO:
Seniors: Manager: A Mendelsohn - D Aremband; K Frankental

LAWN BOWLS (Men):
M Brown; J Chasen; E Fish; B Fridman; B Kramer

NETBALL:
Juniors: Coaches: S Cummings; I Waksman - S Berkenfeld; A Cohen; G Cooperman; M Gischen; L Hack; G Itzikowitz; K Kramer; S Levenstein; T Maloon; L Snoyman; H Sher; L Wiskin

RUGBY:
Manager: T Girnun; Coach: P Kaplan; Asst Coach: M Charnas - W Adler; L Asness; D Boyer; J Boyer; T Boyer; T Crouse; D Datnow; G Freeman; G Furman; J Girnun; J Goldberg; S Haifer; J Krossynski; B Levine; H Levitt; K Musikanth; W Pollak; C Price; R Sacks; B Sandler; P Smollan; B Soekoe; D Teasdale; J Waksman

SWIMMING:
Men: T Zombulovich
Women: S Flekser; R Isakov
Junior Boys: A Bloom; T Goldberg; J Talpert

TABLE TENNIS:
Manager: R Sztab – Juniors: C Levetan; D Samowitz; I Shein

TENNIS:
Coach: P Chimes
Open: J Berzack; R Moss; G Valkin
Masters: A Searll; A Segal
Junior Boys: B Fuhr; S Glass; D Hirshowitz; M Olitzki
Junior Girls: L Levenberg; N Levenberg

TEN PIN BOWLING:
O Ayache; D Cassel; M Cassel; Ms P Gishen; Ms L Segal; Ms C Wolff
TRACK & FIELD:
Junior Boys: S Abromowitz; A Leps
Junior Girls: C Edelstein; J Harrisberg

SA TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE 2001 MACCABIAH

TOTAL MEDALS: 31; GOLD: 5; SILVER: 9; BRONZE: 17

Pick ‘n Pay Award for Outstanding Performance at 16th Maccabiah: Jessica Harrisberg (Athletics)

GOLD MEDALS

GOLF:
Individual (Masters): G Smith
LAWN BOWLS:
Men’s Fours: M Brown; J Chasen; B Fridman; B Kramer
NETBALL:
Juniors: South Africa
RUGBY:
South Africa
TRACK & FIELD:
100m (Girls): J Harrisberg

SILVER MEDALS

GOLF:
Open Team Competition: D Etkind; C Feigin; M Maloon; R Schaffer; N Steven; B Sundelson; D Sundelson
Masters Team Competition: S Boiskin; M Duek; G Smith; S Spilkin
FIELD HOCKEY:
Women: South Africa
NETBALL:
Open: won by South Africa Juniors
SWIMMING:
Junior 200m Freestyle: T Goldberg
TENNIS:
Men’s Singles (Masters): A Segal
Boys Singles: M Olitzki
Boys Doubles: S Glass/M Olitzki
TRACK & FIELD:
200m (Girls): J Harrisberg

BRONZE MEDALS

GOLF:
Open Individual: D Sundelson
JUDO:
Under 60kg (Open): K Frankental
LAWN BOWLS:
Men’s Singles: E Fish
Men’s Pairs: M Brown; B Fridman
Men’s Trips: B Kramer; E Fish; J Chasen

SWIMMING:
Individual Medley: R Isakov
Medley Relay: S Flekser
Boys 100m breaststroke: J Talpert
Boys 200m breaststroke: J Talpert
Boys 4 x 100m Relay: A Bloom; T Goldberg; J Talpert

TABLE TENNIS:
Girls Team Competition: C Levetan; D Samowitz

TENNIS:
Men’s Singles (Open): R Moss
Men’s Doubles (Masters): A Searll/A Segal
Girls Doubles: L Levenberg/N Levenberg

TRACK & FIELD:
100m (Boys): R Tucker
400m (Girls): J Harrisberg

---

2005 – 17th MACCABIAH

2005 SOUTH AFRICAN TEAM

Chairman: Maccabi SA Raymond Hack
Chairman Games Committee/Head of Delegation: Raymond Hack
Delegation Official MWU/IMC: Mervyn Tankelowitz
Head of Junior Delegation: Lorraine Srage
Medical Personnel: Dr Paul Salkinder; Farrell Cohen; Robyn Cohen; Caren Fleishman; Ian Hacker;
Toni Hesp; Tamra McFarlane; Helen Millson
Media: Jack Milner; Daniel Seeff

CRICKET:
Open: Manager: S Romberg - A Bacher; M Barnett; J Bayer; D Bernstein; R Eisenhammer; J Kurritz;
S Liebrecht; D Lever; M Lewus; C Lyons; R Maron; W Myers; M Ostrofsky; J Schwartz
Junior: Manager: J Sher; Coach: B Girnun - A Glassman; D Cowen; M Ginsberg; D Grusd;
D Harrisberg; S Joffe; R Kulber; J Lazarus; D Mayers; H Richman; G Robinson; M Rosen; D Yach; J Zidel

FIELD HOCKEY:
Men: Manager/Player: M Romberg; Coach: G Bolel - D Bernstein; M Bernstein; G Bortz; C Blumberg;
A Feldman; W Frangeskou; D Gorelick; S Grup; I Kur; B Milner; R Perel; A Reubenson; Gary
Reubenson; Gavin Reubenson
Women: Manager/Player: D Isaacman; Coach: E Greenway - B Belman Adams; L Beinash; S Cohen;
J Druker; M Feldman; T Goldin; L Hurwitz; L Isenberg; A Sochen; N Slotow; N Wainer; M Weiner;
J Wilson; L Wilson

GOLF:
Manager: L Cohen; Assistant Manager: M Uria
Men: S Allison; D Blair; N Cloud; M Duek; W Kessler; B Sundelson; D Sundelson; A Tross
Masters: R Lipman; S Nathan; G Smith
Juniors: B Cohen; J Green; M Rottanburg; A Ruttenberg
Women: S Bregman; B Isaacson-Bamber; C Smith; M Solomon

JUDO:
Manager: A Mendelsohn
Seniors: J Smith; J Weinstein
Juniors: G Epstein; J Epstein; A Marcus

KARATE:
Manager: Robin Fransman - Ms D Dribbin; Ryan Fransman; J Muchnick; D Rogalsky

LAWN BOWLS:
Manager: A Port
Men: J Alexander; B Brest; M Brown; J Chasen; J Diamant; E Fish; S Friedman; A Hotz; B Kassel; B Kramer
Women: B Berz; M Frank; C Krost; D Postan; J Shaff

NETBALL:
Seniors: Management/Player: I Waksman - T Cohen; S Cumings; A Grabman; L Kahn; S Levine; L Raize; L Sandier; C Stein; T Zidel
Juniors: Manager: S Cumings - M Bass; R Bass; M Boon; C Cloud; L Hack; T Haarburger; L Levenberg; N Neuman; A Rubenstein

RUGBY:
Manager: B Sandier; Coach: H Leibowitz - L Assness; G Bergman; G Cohen; D Boyer; J Boyer; G Freeman; D Fresco; J Goldberg; J Gluckman; D Green; S Haifer; K Harrisberg; D Jankelowitz; S Kagan; I Krost; J Leibowitz; B Levine; H Levitt; R Mallach; W Pollak; J Salkinder; D Sandier; E Sandler; B Sewitz; M Silver; K Slutzkin; B Soekoe

SOCCER:
Open: Manager: R Jankelowitz; Coach: M Pavkovic - B Blumberg; G Borowsky; R Delacour; A Greenblatt; R Grewler; C Issacson; H Kassel; G Kumin; N Jankelowitz; J Janks; L Kalk; R Kalk; G Levy; D Preskow; D Ressel; D Schmulian; I Shwabsky; D Woznica; D Zidel
Masters: Team Managers: D Berger; R Sutton; Manager/Player: A Nossel; Coach: M Seligman - W Avnit; M Bloch; S Brenner; S Firer; Y Frankenthal; C Gewer; M Goldberg; W Lewis; L Litvin; M Nossel; L Sack; R Segal; J Segel; E Shneier; B Sparks; L Waisman
Under 18: Manager: M Grewler; Coach: G Arons - I Arbel; A Benatar; W Becker; G Cohen; L Cohen; R Gorelick; S Kafet; J Kangisser; P Kelly; S Lange; R Lurie; A Olwyn; D Plaks; I Propheta; D Ressel; B Sacks; D Slowatek; D Snyman; L Sterner
Under 16: Coach: L Milner; Assistant Coach: R Cohen - G Arden; B Brookstone; J Chamaille; S Crook; Y Goldfine; S Groll; D Immerman; M Kafet; D Kaplan; J Kark; G Lazarus; D Lunz; S Mayers; D Miller; D Peimer; J Phillips; H Rosen; D Sacks

SQUASH:
Manager: D Berger - D Basserabie; T Brivik; P Gurran; E Hots; M Hurwitz; J Kahanovitz; S Kahanovitz; K Kramer; G Lazarus; J Meltz; M Morris; J Nedstad; A Rudnick; J Shtein; C Trevis; J Wittels; I Zidel

SWIMMING:
Men: M Talpert

TABLE TENNIS:
Men: Manager/Coach: L Barit - A Barit; S Barit; A Bender; S Dimant; A Ginsberg; E Katz; M Mofsowitz; S Solomon; R Sztab
Women: G Barit; B Katz

TENNIS:
Men: L Cohen; S Glass; I Gritzman; D Hirshowitz; J Joffe; J Kirstein; D Mimer; R Nemeth; M Olitzki; J Smith; Z Smith; M Stock; R Sulcas; G Valkin
Women: J Boyd

TRACK & FIELD:
Men: Manager: D Port; Coach: M Samuel - D Bernstein; G Goldberg; G Sacks; W Zwiers
Women: Manager: F Sacks - R Brookstone

TRIATHLON:
Men: Manager/Player: B Kletz - S Ellis; C Sack; M Sack; G Sacks; S Schaffer; T Shachnosky; L Tobias
Women: E Greenblatt
WATER POLO:
Manager: D Port; Coach: M Samuel. D Berkman; D Bloom; B Blumenthal; S Gordon; J Henning; M Joffe; B Reznik; S Reznik; M Sher; M Sweidan; D Trebble; T Yach

SA TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE 2005 MACCABIAH

TOTAL MEDALS: 48; GOLD: 14; SILVER: 16; BRONZE: 18

GOLD MEDALS

CRICKET:
Open: South Africa
Juniors: South Africa

GOLDF:
Masters Individual: G Smith
Masters Team: M Duek; R Lipman; S Nathan; G Smith
Women’s Individual: S Bregman

RUGBY:
South Africa

SQUASH:
Individual (Over 45): J Shtein
Individual (Over 45): J Wittels
Team Over 55: D Basserabie; J Meltz; J Wittels

TENNIS:
Mixed Doubles: G Valkin/J Boyd
Women’s Doubles: J Boyd

TRACK & FIELD:
Men’s Junior 100m: D Bernstein
Men’s Junior 200m: D Bernstein

TRIATHLON:
Men (30-34): M Sack
Men (40-49): L Tobias
Women (50-59): E Greenblatt

SILVER MEDALS

FIELD HOCKEY:
Men: South Africa
Women: South Africa

GOLDF:
Men’s Individual: D Blair
Men’s Open: S Allison; D Blair; W Kessler; B Sundelson; D Sundelson; A Tross
Masters Individual: S Nathan

KARATE:
Women: D Dribbin

LAWN BOWLS:
Women’s Singles: M Frank
Women’s Trips: B Berz; D Postan; J Shaff
Women’s Fours: B Berz; C Krost; D Postan; J Shaff

NETBALL:
Senior: South Africa
Junior: South Africa

**SQUASH:**
Individual (Over 55): D Basserabie
Team (Over 45): E Hotz; M Hurwitz; S Kahanowitz; J Shtein
Team (Over 50): A Rudnik; I Zidel

**TABLE TENNIS:**
Men’s Veterans Doubles: A Ginsberg/R Sztab

**TRIATHLON:**
Men (35-39): C Sack

---

**BRONZE MEDALS**

**GOLF:**
Men’s Individual: B Sundelson

**JUDO:**
Men: G Epstein; A Marcus

**KARATE:**
Men: R Fransman; J Mushnick (2); D Rogalsky

**LAWN BOWLS:**
Men’s Singles: J Alexander
Men’s Trips: S Friedman; A Hotz; B Kramer

**SQUASH:**
Individual (Over 35): M Morris
Team (Over 35): M Morris; G Lazarus; K Kramer; C Trevis

**SWIMMING:**
Men’s Relay: M Talpert
Men’s Medley: M Talpert

**TABLE TENNIS:**
Girls: G Barit; B Katz

**TENNIS:**
Men’s Doubles (Over 35): R Sulcas
Boys U18 Doubles: L Cohen/Z Smith

**TRIATHLON:**
Men (55-59): B Kletz

---

**2009 – 18th MACCABIAH**

**2009 SOUTH AFRICAN TEAM**

Games Committee: Mervyn Tankelowitz (Chairman); Les Cohen (Treasurer); Clifford Garrun; Des Hyman; Max Klass; Basil Kletz; Glenn Lazarus; Ralph Meyer; Allan Nossel
Head of Delegation: Mervyn Tankelowitz
Assistant General Manager: Max Klass
Head of Junior Delegation: Dr Paul Salkinder
Doctors: Dr Wayne Derman; Dr Ryan Jankelowitz; Dr Craig Nossel; Dr Paul Salkinder
Physiotherapists: Farrell Cohen; Martin Elvey; Karen Plit; Tami Newman; Evan Speechly
Security: Elan Sawitzky
CRICKET:
Open: Manager/player: M Rosen; Coach/player: A Bacher - R Eisenhammer; Y Pingelson; A Glassman; D Grusd; D Harrisberg; W Josselson; C Kramer; D Lever; C Lyons; M Ostrofsky
Juniors: Manager: M Michiel; Coach: W Myers - S Anstey; J Bortz; M Garrun; D Isaacs; B Kahn; D Katzew; R Krug; M Lazar; A Mazerow; A Mofsowitz; J Ostrofsky; R Robinson; E Sparks; B Weiner; S Yachad

CYCLING:
Manager: B Kletz - S Ben-Tovim; I Zimmerman

GOLF:
Manager: L Cohen; Assistant Manager: S Cohen
Men: S Allison; M Barnett; J Josset; D Nestadt; J Redman; D Shevil; B Sundelson; D Sundelson
Masters: G Josset; J Livingstone; G Smith; I Smith
Juniors: B Joffe; J Meltz; R Nestadt; D Sossen
Women: B Isaacson-Bamber; G Katz; E Rubens; C Smith

HALF MARATHON:
Manager: B Kletz - G Novick; R Williams

LAWN BOWLS:
Manager: A Port; Assistant Managers: J Chazen; J Lurie
Men: L Berman; J Dimant; O Fine; E Friedman; S Friedman; A Gordon; A Kantor; B Kassel; R Lampert; L Metz
Women: B Berz; N Cumin; A Dimant; M Gampel; C Katz; C Krost; S Lurie; M Morris; D Postan; J Shaff

NETBALL:
Juniors: Manager: I Waksman - E Blumberg; K Epstein; C Glajchen; L Joselowitz; J Kaplan; O Krokk; N Melamed; A Seligman; G Shiller; S Taillard

RUGBY:
Seniors: Manager: I Resnick; Coach: M Charnas; Physio: E Speechly - J Budler; A Charnas; S Cohen; A Coosner; J Durbach; D Fittinghof; G Friedman; I Friedman; D Glickman; M Hurwitz; D Jordaan; M Katz; L Kier; J Liebowitz; R Osher; J Solomon; K Slutzkin; A Stein; B Taitz; T Twintegery; T Twersky; G Whitaker

SOCCER:
Open: Manager: R Kalk; Coach: M Pavkovic - G Borowsky; G Cohen; R Delacour; M Friedman; A Greenblatt; R Grewler; J Hurwitz; C Isaacson; N Jankelowitz; J Janks; M Kaftel; S Kaftel; W Miller; D Preskow; D Ressel; F Rosen; S Rosen; D Snoyman; R Wainbergas; A Zadikoy
Masters: Managers: R Cohen; A Nossel; Coach/player: W Lewis - L Basserman; R Cohen; D Fine; R Firer; Y Frankental; A Gerschlowitz; C Gewer; I Goldein; I Herman; R Jankelowit; D Katzman; G Katzman; L Mendelowitz; A Nossel; L Sack; R Segal; M Selikow; C Snoyman; R Sulcas; D Valentine
Under 18: Manager: C Bedell; Coach: M Glauber - M Baron; G Borer; G Bory; N Cohen; D Danon; D Gishen; J Glauber; J Kaplan; M Levien; J Lazarus; D Lurie; D Mirkin; D Nathan; R Novis; D Ribeiro; K Rusin; M Sarch; G Segal
Under 16: Managers: M Grewler; M Witz; Coach: G Arons - D Altschuler; D Aluf; A Bedell; E Egdes; G Haim; I Isserow; J Melamadowitz; R Menachemson; K Miller; J Muller; D Sabbagh; D Singer; G Smith; J Trope; A Witz

SQUASH:
Juniors: Manager: R Lipkin - D Epstein; J Levenson; D Lutrin; B Rubin

SWIMMING:
Manager: T Abromowitz; Coach: G Price
Men/Boys: D Benjamin; Z Fineberg; S Hack; R Kupferberg; A Propheta; L Sanders; J Weiner
Masters: C Garrun
Women/Girls: S Cohen; K Garrun; D Hersch-Castros; G Hyman; S Lazarus; D Meyer; A Raubenheimer; D Samuel; L Sanders; S Shapiro; C Shear; R Sher

TABLE TENNIS:
Manager: C Ginsberg - C Barit; G Barit; A Ginsberg; D Kramer; Y Katz

**TENNIS:**

- **Men:** G Valkin
- **Grand Masters:** I Joffe
- **Junior Manager:** M Joss
- **Boys:** A Gordon; D Levin; J Mechali
- **Girls:** G Anstey; C Kotzen

**TRACK & FIELD:**

Manager: B Kletz - S Ovadia; R Pein; S Pein; G Shein

**TRIATHLON:**

Manager/athlete: B Kletz; G Novick; R Williams

---

**SA TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE 2009 MACCABIAH**

**TOTAL MEDALS:** ??; **GOLD:** ??; **SILVER:** ??; **BRONZE:** ??

**GOLD MEDALS**

**CRICKET:**

Open: South Africa
Juniors: South Africa

**CYCLING:**

40-45: I Zimmerman

**GOLF:**

Individual: D Sundelson
Masters Individual: G Smith

**LAWN BOWLS:**

Men’s Pairs: S Friedman; S Lampert
Men’s Trips: L Berman; J Dimant; B Kassel
Men’s Fours: L Berman; J Dimant; S Friedman; B Kassel
Women’s Pairs: A Dimant; M Gampel
Women’s Fours: B Berz; M Gampel; C Katz; S Lurie

**SILVER MEDALS**

**GOLF:**

Open Team

**LAWN BOWLS:**

Women’s Singles: A Dimant

**SWIMMING:**

Masters 100m Freestyle: C Garrun
Masters 200m Freestyle: C Garrun
Women’s 100m Freestyle Relay: S Lazarus; S Sapiro; D Samuel

**BRONZE MEDALS**

**GOLF:**

Masters Team
Junior Team

**LAWN BOWLS:**
Men’s Singles: R Lampert
Women’s Singles: N Cumin
Women’s Trips: N Cumin; C Krost; J Shaff
Women’s Fours: C Krost; M Morris; D Postan; J Shaff

NETBALL:
Juniors

SQUASH:
Juniors

SWIMMING:
Masters 50m Freestyle: C Garrun
Masters 400m Freestyle (50-54): C Garrun
Boys 100m Freestyle Relay: Z Fineberg; L Saunders
Women’s 100m Medley Relay: S Lazarus; S Sapiro; D Samuel
Women’s 200m Freestyle Relay: S Lazarus; S Sapiro; D Samuel
Girls 50m Freestyle (13-16): R Sher
Girls 200m Freestyle Relay (13-16): K Garrun; D Hersch-Castros; A Raubenheimer; R Sher

 TABLE TENNIS:
Junior Girls Team: C Barit; G Barit

TENNIS:
Men’s Open Singles: G Valkin
Grand Masters Doubles: I Joffe

TRIATHLON:
Masters (60-65): B Kletz

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS

CRICKET:
Junior Cricket - Man of the Tournament: A Maserow

GOLF:
2nd Nett Trophy: D Nestadt
3rd Nett Trophy: D Sossen

LAWN BOWLS:
Player of the Tournament: B Kassel

SOCCER:
Fair Play Trophy: Soccer Masters (35+)

TENNIS:
Outstanding Sportsmanship Award: G Valkin

2013 – 19th MACCABIAH

2013 SOUTH AFRICAN TEAM

Head of Delegation: Desmond Hyman
Deputy Head of Delegation: Cliff Garrun
Games Treasurer: Leslie Cohen
Head of Logistics: Elan Sawitzky
Official MWU/IMC Female: Jeanne Futeran
Official MWU/IMC Male: Mervyn Tankelowitz
Junior Head of Delegation: Mannie Witz
Assistant Junior Managers: Debbie Kahn; Myron Michel
General Manager Football: Ryan Kalk
Medical Team: Farrell Cohen; Professor Wayne Derman; Illan Dub; Dr Dean Gerson; Darryl Kruger; Karen Plit; Dr Paul Salkinder; Maurice Valente

BASKETBALL:
Juniors: Manager: E Metz; Coach: M Kita - R Berman; Z Bresler; S Daitz; K Datnow; P Franco; G Isaacs; G Kahn; A Romyn; N Sher; T Shuman; D Stromin; J Zunde

CHESS:
Juniors: S Abramowitz; O Bernstein; S Goldberg

CRICKET:
Open: R Eisenhammer; J Fingelson; L Gruskin; W Josselson; C Kramer; S Kristal; J Lazarus; R Levy; M Ostrofsky; N Rabinowitz; M Rosen; C Venter
Juniors: Manager: M Michel; Coach: J Leaf-Wright - E Berman-Levy; M Cohen; J Datnow; C Emdin; J Flax; R Freeman; S Girnun; G Godfrey; J Gordon; A Lazarus; S Lipman; B Schaffer; M Savadier

CYCLING:
Open: S Adler; D Chait; K Evans; L Popack; B Stoch; B Waksman; I Zimmerman

FENCING:
Junior: D Kahn

FOOTBALL:
Open: Coach: S Bishop - D Aluf; A Benatar; G Borowsky; G Cohen; L Cohen; J Freeman; A Greenblatt; R Grevel; D Harrison; C Isaacson; N Jankelowitz; M Kaftel; S Kaftel; R Kalk; D Lurie; W Miller; D Preskow; F Rosen; S Rosen; G Segal
U18: Manager: C Bedell; Coach: C Maphalla - D Ben David; M Fainman; S Fine; J Kaplan; D Kowalski; J Machlup; S Mark; A Mayer; Z Meltzer; J Milner; N Mendelsohn; A Pincus; D Sher; D Sostack; G Vituli; D Weil; J Weinberg; L Weinberg; A Witz
U16: Manager: D Witz; Coach: R da Costa - R Becker; D Cramer; S Fine; D Fox; B Gruskin; D Herr; D Joffe; G Kampel; J Krok; M Kadish; A Levinthal; B Lidchi; G Newfield; R Polakow; A Rabinovitch; D Rapp; M Sher; G Surmay; R Tal; J Trapido; A Valentini
Junior Female: Manager: A Robinson; Coach: J Gembolo - T Ambrose; K Bernstein; L Bortz; L Burke; A Feinberg; N Führer; M Franco; A Gutman; E Herz; G Ladany; B Lazar; A Modlin; G Riesenburg; A Snoyman; R Valentini

FUTSAL:
Open Male: Manager: R Cohen; Coach: Q Allies - A Cohen; J Gordon; L Groner; H Jacobson; S Lange; E Lazarus; M Lichtenstein; T Morris; M Sarchi; D Serman; D Smith; L Ziv

GOLF:
Manager: Les Cohen
Open Men: G Bernstein; B Chernotsky; D Egdes; J Josset; M Maloon; E Musikanth; D Shevil; B Sundelson; D Sundelson
Masters: M Duek; G Josset; J Livingstone; R Moss; S Nathan; I Smith
Juniors: D Becker; R Dembo; D Koekemoer; D Traube
Masters Women: Manager: S Cohen - A Clingman; D Cloud; T Copelowitz; N Loughnane; E Rubens

GYMNASTICS:
Junior Boys: D Maram
Junior Rhythmic Gymnastics Girls: Manager: L Levick - T Levick

KARATE:
Open: B Elin
Juniors: K Cohen; D Stein

LAWN BOWLS:
Open Male: Manager: J Chasen - J Alexander; L Berman; M Brown; S Friedman; C Kahanovitz; B Kassel; R Leibman; S Rosen; D Sevel; J Stein
NETBALL:
Open: Coach: P Kilian - G Barit; G Greenberg; G Hyman; A Keet; S Kushner; E Lurie; L Serebro; L Sher, S Taillard; A Wiskin; L Wiskin
Juniors: Coach: R Mainwaring - K Butler-White; N Goldin; N Hyman; R Kopel; J Kozinsky; E Lazarus; S Lucas; C Rieckhoff; T Silberman; A Tobias; J Weil; J Wunder

GYMNASTICS:

RUGBY:
Open: Manager: A Glass; Assistant Manager: B Taitz; Coach: D Egelhof - B Berger; P Cohen; D Coll; J del Fante; J Durbach; A Fittinghof; D Fittinghof; D Geffen; M Ginsburg; D Glickman; R Goldberg; R Gordon; D Heineberg; J Hirshovitz; K Hirshovitz; R Horwitz; M Hurwitz; D Isaacs; D Jordaan; S Kahan; B Kier; L Kier; O Kramer; D Orkin; A Stein; T Tintinger; K van der Linde; J van Vuuren; G Whittaker
Juniors: Manager: J Isakow; Coach: C Redford - L Cohen; M Cohen; S Collet; A Copans; D Fineberg; J Glass; J Hatchuel; S Hatchuel; R Heineberg; N Herr; J Katzeff; M Levenstein; M Levitt; K Parsons; A Phillips; J Schmidt; J Sher; B Shone; A Silver; T Sussman; B Sweet; J Symon

SQUASH:
Manager/Player: G Lazarus
Masters: D Bass; M Charnas; P Garrun; G Lazarus; R Seef; R Segal
Juniors: G Samuels; J Seef; J Yuter
Open Women: L Cowan

SWIMMING:
Manager: K Gersohn
Open Men: L Kruyer; J Mills; B Sack; M Stocchi; M Zunde
Masters: C Garrun; D Letchert; I Schlapobersky
Junior Boys: S Derman; J Gersohn; J Goldberg; C Kuming; E Roque; J Smith; J Wolf; R Zazas
Open Women: A Glatt; C Shear; S Vilensky
Junior Girls: Coach: G Price - C Mills; J Sher; K Smith
Para Swimming Women: S Sapiro

TABLE TENNIS:
Coach: C Osuji
Junior Boys: B Bernitz; S Hack; K Pogrund; T Sapire
Junior Girls: C Barit; D Schlome

TAEKWONDO:
Open Men: S Geffen

TENNIS:
Masters Men: L Griesheimer; J Joffe; J Rohloff; R Sulcas
Junior Boys: Manager: B Werbeloff - M Landau; D Lipman; J Luck; D Michali; J Soicher; M Wessels
Open Women: J Boyd
Masters Women: K Gottschalk; M Joffe; A Katz; A Markovitz; M Samuels

TRACK & FIELD:
Open Men: N Goldstuck; S Isaacson; A Lang; S Matison; B Porter; E Shear
Junior Boys: G Sher
Open Women: G Dennill; A Glatt; J Soicher

SA TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE 2013 MACCABIAH

TOTAL MEDALS: ??; GOLD: ??; SILVER: ??; BRONZE: ??

GOLD MEDALS

CRICKET:
Open: South Africa
Juniors: South Africa

CYCLING:
Road Race: K Evans

LAWN BOWLS:
Men’s Trips: L Berman; M Brown; B Kassel

RUGBY:
Juniors: South Africa
Junior Sevens: South Africa

SQUASH:
Men’s 60+ Individual: P Garrun
Men’s 60+ Team: D Bass; M Charnas; P Garrun

SWIMMING:
Men’s Masters (40-44): D Letchert
Men’s Masters (80-84): I Schlapobersky
Para Swimming: S Sapiro

TENNIS:
Open Mixed Doubles: J Boyd

SILVER MEDALS

CHESS:
Junior: O Bernstein

CYCLING:
Time Trial: K Evans; B Stoch

MARATHON:
Men’s Over 50: E Shear

SQUASH:
Men’s 60+ Individual: D Bass

SWIMMING:
Men’s Masters (55-59): C Garrun
Para Swimming: S Sapiro

TENNIS:
Men’s Doubles (40-45): J Rohloff; R Sulcas
Women’s Singles (55-60): L Gotschalk; A Markowitz
Women’s Singles (60-65): M Samuels

BRONZE MEDALS

CYCLING:
Road Race: I Zimmerman

GOLF:
Women’s Masters Team: A Clingman; D Cloud; T Copelowitz; N Loughnane; E Rubens

GYMNASTICS:
Junior Team: D Maram

KARATE:
Senior Kata: B Elin
Junior Kata: D Stein
Junior Kumite: K Cohen

LAWN BOWLS:
Men’s Fours: L Berman; M Brown; B Kassel; D Sevel
RUGBY:
Open Sevens: South Africa

MARATHON:
Men’s Open Team: B Porter; S Mattison; E Shear
Women’s 40+: J Soicher

SQUASH:
Men’s 45+ Individual: G Lazarus
Men’s 45+ Team: G Lazarus; R Seef; R Segal
Women’s Open Team: L Cowan

SWIMMING:
Men’s Open Freestyle Relay: L Kruyer; J Mills; B Sack; M Stocchi
Men’s Open Medley Relay: L Kruyer; J Mills; B Sack; M Stocchi
Men’s Masters (55-59): Cliff Garrun
Junior Girls Freestyle Relay: C Mills; J Sher

TABLE TENNIS:
Junior Girls Team: C Barit; D Schlome
Junior Girls Doubles: C Barit; D Schlome

TAEKWONDO:
Open: S Geffen

TENNIS:
Men’s Singles (40-45): L Gresham; R Sulcas
Women’s Singles: J Boyd
Women’s Singles (55-60): A Markowitz